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THE FUTURE OF ASTRONOMY
It will be the largest laser interferometer ever
constructed: Three spacecraft, separated by mil-
lions of kilometers, sending laser light back and
forth. A LISA-class mission will enable us to lis-
ten to the sound of the Universe.
The detection of tiny distance fluctuations
between LISA spacecraft will reveal not only
the existence of gravitational waves as predicted
by Einstein’s theory of General Relativity. It
will open a new window to the Universe. With
LISA we can—for the very first time—learn de-
tails about dark objects as yet hidden from our
instruments: black holes, neutron stars, and even
the echo of Big Bang itself.
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Gravitational Waves will open an entirely new window to
the Universe, different from all other astronomy in that
the gravitational waves will tell us about large-scale mass
motions even in regions and at distances totally obscured
to electromagnetic radiation. The most interesting sources
are at low frequencies (mHz to Hz) inaccessible on ground
due to seismic and other unavoidable disturbances. For
these sources observation from space is the only option,
and has been studied in detail for more than 20 years as
the LISA concept.
Consequently, The Gravitational Universe has been chosen
as science theme for the L3 mission in ESA’s Cosmic Vi-
sion program.
The primary measurement in LISA and derived concepts
is the observation of tiny (picometer) pathlength fluctu-
ations between remote spacecraft using heterodyne laser
interferometry. The interference of two laser beams, with
MHz frequency difference, produces a MHz beat note that
is converted to a photocurrent by a photodiode on the op-
tical bench. The gravitational wave signal is encoded in
the phase of this beat note. The next, and crucial, step is
therefore to measure that phase with µcycle resolution in
the presence of noise and other signals. This measurement
is the purpose of the LISA metrology system and the sub-
ject of this report.

1L ISA MISS ION
We have come a long way since Isaac Newton’s 1687 inverse-square
law of gravity. In fact, it was Newton himself who questioned his own
theory. For him the assumption that gravitation acts instantaneously,
regardless of distance and even through a vacuum, was “so great an
absurdity that, I believe, no man who has in philosophic matters a
competent faculty of thinking could ever fall into it.” [1]
1.1 GRAV I TAT IONAL WAVES
Although Newton’s theory of gravity is still used today as excellent
approximation for most physical situations—including calculations
as critical as spacecraft trajectories—it is wrong.
1.1.1 einstein’s theory of general relativity
The currently unrefuted hypothesis as to the cause of the gravita-
tional force was described by Albert Einstein in 1915 in his theory
of General Relativity. His conclusion: gravitation is not propagating
through space, and it is not a force of a field or substance penetrating
empty space. Instead gravitation is mediated by the deformation of
spacetime, a mathematical model that combines the three dimensions
of space and the one-dimensional time into a single four-dimensional
continuum. While mass, energy, momentum, pressure, or tension (all
combined in the stress-energy-tensor Tµν, which measures the matter
content) will curve spacetime, matter simply follows the geodesics of
spacetime.
Spacetime tells matter how to move;
matter tells spacetime how to curve.
— John Wheeler [2]
This is the main message of General Relativity and illustrated in
Figure 1.1. The geometry of spacetime is described in the Einstein
tensor Gµν, which measures its curvature. Each tensor has 10 indepen-
dent components and the relationship between both was formulated





where G is the same gravitational constant as in Newton’s law and c
is the speed of light. The Λ in Equation 1 is the famous cosmological
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Figure 1.1: Illustra-tion showing the Earthand the Moon warpingthe fabric of spacetime.© AEI / S. Barke
constant, an energy density in otherwise empty space influencing the
metric tensor gµν (or, simplified, the gravitational field).
The Einstein field equations are capable of much more than just
explaining gravity; they have given us a toolset to understand the
workings of the Universe. Beside black holes and gravitational lens-
ing the maybe most exciting consequence of Einstein’s theory is the
postulation of gravitational waves. The field equations predict that
accelerated matter emits gravitational quadrupole radiation.
There are many indirect observations of gravitational waves, like
the measurement of the orbital decay of the Hulse–Taylor binary pul-
sar (PSR B1913+16) which is in perfect agreement with General Rela-
tivity and was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1993. [3]. MostThe theory of cosmicinflation was proposed in1980. It explains thelarge-scale structure of thecosmos as quantumfluctuations instantaneouslymagnified to cosmic size.While the detailedmechanism behind inflationis not known, manypredictions made on thebasis of the inflationhypothesis have beenconfirmed by observation.The B-mode polarization isthe most compellingevidence so far.
recently a divergence-free, curl only (B-mode) polarization pattern
in the cosmic microwave background was discovered in data of the
BICEP2 telescope. [4] While at small scales this can be an effect of
gravitational lensing, the large scale patterns are potentially due to
gravitational waves produced during cosmic inflation, a theorized pe-
riod of rapid expansion of the Universe that occurred approximately
10−36 seconds after the big bang. This epoch is not accessible by elec-
tromagnetic radiation, yet we can learn details about the process of
cosmic inflation and discard certain theories like brane cosmology
related ekpyrotic models. [5] Thus this result—if confirmed by an in-
dependent experiment—marks the very first time where gravitational
waves extend our knowledge about the otherwise invisible Universe.
In general, gravitational waves stretch and compress spacetime per-
pendicular to the direction of travel and cause directly observable
distance fluctuations between freely falling objects. This is illustrated
in Figure 1.2 for a ring of such objects and gravitational radiation
originating from your point of view. The distance between the mases




Figure 1.2: Gravitationalwaves change the distancebetween freely falling objectsperpendicular to the direc-tion of travel. Displayed arethe most common polariza-tion states: plus (+, blue)and cross (×, red) for gravi-tational radiation originatingfrom your point of view.
oscillates with time, the direction of this oscillation depends on the
polarization of the gravitational waves. The usual basic set of polar-
ization states are plus (+) and cross (×) polarization, others can be
formed by linear combinations of these two.
While the strength of the gravitational field falls off with the square
of the distance, this effect, an amplitude, falls off linearly proportional
to the distance [6] and even sources located at the other end of the
observable universe can produce relative distance fluctuations on the
order of 10−20 or more, depending on the frequency of the signal.
example : At a distance of 4 kilometers, relative distance fluctua-
tions of 10−20 correspond to 40 attometers. This is much smaller
than an atomic nucleus. For a distance of 1 million kilometers,
the same fluctuations correspond to 10 picometers, which is ten
times smaller than the diameter of a hydrogen atom.
This effect, as tiny as it might seem, can tell us about electromag-
netically invisible objects and has a huge discovery potential for new
physics. Gravitational radiation travels unaffected throughout the en-
tire Universe; in contrast to electromagnetic radiation that interacts
strongly with matter and hence is often distorted or blocked. Thus
gravitational waves are a superior messenger that holding compli-
mentary or even otherwise completely unobtainable information about
processes in the Universe.
Observatories dedicated to the direct detection of gravitational waves
will establish a new field of astronomy and open an entirely new win-
dows to the Universe. Since gravitational waves exist in a large variety
of frequencies – depending on the source of the gravitational radia-
tion – different detector concepts are necessary to cover the entire
spectrum.
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1.1.2 sources of gravitational radiation
All accelerated matter (or energy in general) produces gravitational
waves as illustrated in Figure 1.3. The frequency components of these
waves depend on the nature of the source event and exist—not un-
like electromagnetic radiations—in a wide frequency range from sub-
millihertz up to the audio band. The following list is not intended to
be exhaustive, but features a good overview of the variety of gravita-
tional wave sources, also composed in Figure 1.6.
burst signals Rapid violent acceleration produces high frequency
burst signals of distinct shape and characteristics. One known
source are Type II supernova events, the core collapse and re-
bounce of stars with mass greater than & 8 . . . 10 M at the
end of their thermonuclear burning life cycles, see Figure 1.6.5.
[7] The strain amplitude depends on the asymmetry of these
events. Observations of polarization in the spectra, jets in rem-
nants, and kicks in neutron stars suggest that such supernovae
are inherently aspherical. [8] Burst signals only last for a few
milliseconds and thus lie in the frequency band between 100
and 1000 Hz.
continuous signals Compact binary star systems or rapidly spin-
ning neutron stars with smaller surface imperfections (on the or-
der of centimeters) produce a constant sinusoidal gravitational
wave signal. Depending on the angular velocity of the orbit or
rotation, this signal can be visible at sub-millihertz (Figure 1.6.5)
or several kilohertz (Figure 1.6.6) frequencies. The radiation of
gravitational waves will lead to a loss of angular momentum.
inspiral signals A sweeping sine signal occurs when two mas-
sive objects coalesce. This can be two supermassive black holes
in the center of galaxies (see Figure 1.6.1) that produce signals
Figure 1.3: Artist’s im-pression of the pulsarPSR J0348+0432 andits white dwarf compan-ion, finishing one orbit ev-ery 2.5 hours. This systemis radiating gravitationalwaves, ripples in space-time.© ESO / L. Calçada
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in the millihertz range—at amplitudes so high that it will be de-
tectable throughout the entire visible Universe—or a merging
stellar mass binary system (see Figure 1.6.3) producing a sig-
nal at kilohertz frequencies. When two objects with an extreme
mass ratio inspiral (see Figure 1.6.2) a complex waveform is gen-
erated by the highly relativistic orbits. Its harmonic frequencies
shed light on the detailed features of the spacetime structure in
the close proximity to this objects, tell us about their mass, spin
and eccentricity at plunge, and will make it possible to distin-
guished between General Relativity and alternative theories of
gravity.
unknown sources Since gravitational radiation is a completely
new messenger never utilized before, it has enormous discov-
ery potential. The Big Bang and subsequent inflation (see Fig-
ure 1.6.4) caused a rapid expanding of spacetime. A gravita-
tional wave background dating from a period prior to the cos-
mic microwave background should exist. Other unknown sources
like bursts of cosmic strings Figure 1.6.8) are conceivable.
The characteristic gravitational wave strain amplitudes over fre-
quency for example signals caused by the events described above are
shown in Figure 1.6.
1.2 DETECTORS
There are a number of concepts on how to detect gravitational waves
ranging from solid bars of metal (Weber bars) [9] that are excited at
their resonant frequency by gravitational waves to the measurement
of shifts in millisecond pulsar signals caused by gravitational waves
(e.g. the European Pulsar Timing Array [10]). While the latter utilizes
the Earth-pulsar baseline of several kiloparsecs and hence is sensitive
for extremely long wavelength (frequency of 10−9 . . . 10−6 Hz), Weber
bars have narrow-band resonance frequencies at the kilohertz range.
The most promising concept for gravitational wave detectors are
laser interferometric distance measurements. In the Michelson topol-
ogy as shown in Figure 1.4, a central laser is split in two directions
(arms) and reflected by end mirrors back to the point of origin. Here
both beams are superimposed. Constructive and destructive interfer-
ence patterns (homodyne detection) reveal relative distance fluctua-
tions between the beam splitter and the end mirrors that are caused
by gravitational waves. The measurement band is basically deter-
mined by the fixed arm lengths, and can be tuned with an additional
resonant optical cavity (“Signal recycling”).
8 lisa mission
Figure 1.4: Michelson inter-ferometer (homodyne detec-tion) for gravitational wavedetection. A laser is splitand send along km-scalearms. End mirrors reflect thebeams back and the interfer-ence pattern is analyzed todetect relative distance fluc-tuations between the arms.




Current ground based detectors such as LIGO (USA), VIRGO (Italy
and France) and GEO600 (Germany and UK) [11–13] reach strain sen-
sitivities of 2× 10−23 /√Hz at ≈ 200 Hz. The sensitivity of second
generation detectors such as Advanced LIGO (USA and India) and
KAGRA (Japan) is designed to improve that by one order of mag-
nitude. All of these detectors though are fundamentally limited to
frequencies above 10 Hz due to seismic disturbances. This “seismic
wall” is obvious in the LIGO and Advanced LIGO sensitivity plots
(green traces in Figure 1.7, plotted in characteristic strain amplitude).
Sensitivity at lower frequencies thus cannot be achieved on Earth
also because it would require arm lengths on the order of thousands
or millions of kilometers. For that reason, space based gravitational
wave detectors are currently being developed.
With the selection of The Gravitational Universe as the science theme
for the L3 mission in ESA’s Cosmic Vision program, a space based
gravitational wave detector will become operational in the 2030s. The
only viable option for such an detector known to date is a heterodyne
laser interferometer with arm lengths of a few million km which was“LISA Mission” is thegeneric name for a laserinterferometric gravitationaldetector concept which isthe only credible candidateto realize The GravitationalUniverse science themeselected by ESA for the L3mission.
studied in great detail over the past decade. It became known as the
LISA Mission. The sensitivity of one of the latest incarnations, eLISA,
is designed to be ≈ 3× 10−20 /√Hz at 10 mHz and plotted as dimen-
sionless characteristic strain in Figure 1.7 (blue). It covers many of the
most exciting gravitational wave sources: supermassive black hole co-
alescence, Galactic compact binaries, and extreme mass ratio inspirals,
all of which are not observable from Earth.
1.3 MISS ION DESCR IPT ION
In a space based laser interferometric gravitational wave detector,
laser light is sent out and received by optical telescopes between dis-
1.3 mission description 9
tant spacecraft. Interference happens between the incoming laser light
and a local laser source. The actual interferometer topology is synthe-
sized out of multiple interferometric read-outs. LISA (the Laser Inter-
ferometer Space Antenna) is the name for the generic mission concept
of a number of such gravitational wave detectors—like Classic LISA
(NASA/ESA), NGO (ESA), SGO (NASA), and eLISA (ESA)—that all
share the following parameters:
 Three spacecraft in a triangular formation
 Arm lengths on the order of 1 . . . 5 million kilometers
 Heliocentric orbit, trailing or ahead the Earth, on a plane in-
clined by 60◦ with respect to the ecliptic
 Freely floating proof masses that act as gravitational references
 Drag-free attitude control with µN thrusters
 Optical interferometry, typically at 1064 nm wavelength
 Laser output power in the order of a few watts
A rough sketch of the LISA interferometry is shown in Figure 1.5.
With this Classic LISA setup one can construct one virtual Sagnac and
three virtual Michelson interferometers. Please note that in the eLISA
(2013) concept one laser link is missing and the constellation forms a
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The mission parameters mentioned above will result in a shot noise
limited design sensitivity which is best at frequencies close to 10 mHz.
Here, gravitational waves having a strain amplitude less than ∼ 10−20The strain of a gravitationalwave is a measure ofrelative distance changes ina dimensionless amplitude2δL/L caused by thegravitational wave as itpasses by.
will be observable. All other noise sources must be suppressed at their
origin or removed in data post-processing to below that level.
To reach such sensitivity, the spacecraft themselves – which are in-
fluenced not only by gravity but also by solar wind, solar radiation
pressure, magnetic fields etc. – cannot act as end mirrors of the inter-
ferometer directly. Instead, the spacecraft follow freely floating proof
masses (highly reflective cubes) in a drag-free manner. Laser interfer-
ometry now is not only applied between spacecraft but also between
the spacecraft and their proof masses as shown in Figure 1.8. These
proof masses are the actual gravity references.
Acceleration noise, caused by spurious forces on the proof masses
along with other spurious forces on the proof masses from magnetic
fields, Coulomb force, residual gas pressure etc. [14] are dominant
in the low-frequency range. This results in a decrease of sensitivity
roughly proportional to f−2 at sub-mHz frequencies. On the other
hand, distance changes by gravitational waves of wavelengths shorter
than the arm length will partly cancel out. This results in a drop of
the antenna transfer function (called “arm length response”) at high
frequencies. A representative curve is presented in Figure 1.6 on page
page 10 showing the strain sensitivity in characteristic amplitude (not
linear spectral density) over the gravitational wave signal frequency.
1.3.1 classic lisa vs. elisa
The detailed mission parameters are a result of a careful trade-off be-
tween science output (sensitivity, mission duration) and redundancy





Proof- massLaser light fromdistant spacecraft
Laser 2
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within budgetary and technical constraints. In the last couple of years
two very mature mission concepts arose that should be highlighted.
classic lisa , formally a joint NASA–ESA project [15] and for a
long time ESA’s Cosmic Vision L1 launch candidate.
elisa , an ESA-only mission that addresses The Gravitational Universe
science theme [16] selected in November 2013 for ESA’s Cosmic
Vision L3 mission.
A comparison of the mission parameters for both concepts is given
in Table 5. While Classic LISA consist of three equal spacecraft sep-
arated by 5 million kilometers forming a triangular interferometer
with 6 laser links, eLISA in its concept proposed in 2013 is a reduced
mission due to tighter financial constraints. At the expense of redun-
dancy, eLISA features one Mother and two Daughter spacecraft that
form a four-link (two-arm) interferometer. A shorter arm length of 1
million kilometers allows for a reduction of the optical telescope di-
ameter from 40 to 20 cm. Combined with a smaller propulsion mod-
ule it is possible to launch the eLISA mission by two Soyuz rockets.
While the Classic LISA mission concept follows Earth at a fixed
angle of 20° (Figure 1.9, top) eLISA’s propulsion module does not
allow for a constant trailing orbit. Due to savings in fuel the constella-
tion is slowly drifting away from Earth out of communication range
(Figure 1.9, bottom) which limits the maximum mission duration of
eLISA to 5 years.
Classic LISA eLISA (2013)Launcher Atlas V 541 2 SoyuzPropulsion module New development Derived from LISAPathfinder missionTransfer time 14 months 14 monthsMission duration 5 years nominal,10 years extended 2 years nominal,5 years extendedOrbit Earth-trailing,constant 20° Earth-trailing,drift away 10 . . . 30°Spacecraft All identical 1 Mother,2 DaughtersInterferometer Triangular (6 links) Two-arm (4 links)Arm length 5 million kilometers 1 million kilometersOptical telescope  40 cm off-axisSchiefspiegler  20 cm off-axisSchiefspieglerOptical power 1W transmitted,370 pW received 1W transmitted,710 pW received
Table 5: Comparison of mis-sion parameters between theClassic LISA mission conceptand the eLISA concept of2013.
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The detection of gravitational waves depends on the mission spe-
cific sensitivity limits that are designed to be dominated by equiv-To compute well-foundedsensitivity limits for bothmissions it is indispensableto include the antennatransfer functions for thedifferent interferometertopologies and evaluate theastrophysical science caseindividually. This is doneexplicitly in the respectiveYellow Books [15, 17].
alent length measurement noise of the signal-to-(shot) noise ratio in
the inter-spacecraft interferometer. For Classic LISA a conservative
calculation results in a value of 10 pm/
√
Hz. To get a sense of the
strain sensitivity this needs to be compared to the spacecraft separa-
tion distance of 5 million kilometers. Due to the higher optical power
received at an arm length of only 1 million kilometers, eLISA shows
a slightly better equivalent length measurement noise of 7 pm/
√
Hz.
At the same time the smaller spacecraft separation distance leads to
a reduced strain sensitivity.
These numbers imply that both missions would achieve roughly
comparable strain sensitivity and have similar performance require-
ments on the payload. Most importantly the expected science discov-
eries are exceptional and unprecedented in both cases.
Figure 1.9: Classic LISA andeLISA differ not only in thespacecraft separation dis-tance and number of laserlinks. The shorter arm lengthallows for smaller opticaltelescopes and an overallmore compact spacecraft de-sign. While for Classic LISAthe Earth-trailing orbit iskept at a constant 20°, eLISAslowly drifts away from Earth.
Earth
Sun 1 AU (150 million km)
10 – 30° 60°
1 million km
Earth
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1.3.2 orbit and doppler shifts
Ground base detectors are designed to have constant and well-balanced
arm lengths such that laser frequency noise automatically cancels,
and homodyne interferometry can be used. In LISA, however, the Homodyne interferometrydescribes interferencebetween two beams at thesame frequency. Because ofconstructive and destructiveinterference phasedifference between the twobeams results in a changein the intensity of the lighton the detector.
inter spacecraft separation distance oscillates over the duration of the
mission due to gravitational influences by the Earth–Moon system
(and other planets in the solar system) on the individual spacecraft
orbits. This is also called constellation or arm length “breathing”.
Figure 1.10 illustrates that for optimized orbits these variations can
be kept within 2 % of the nominal arm length for both mission con-
cepts. Yet this variation causes the individual arms to differ in length
by up to 4 %—or 200 000 km—for Classic LISA (40 000 km for eLISA).
The picometer scale variation of the arm length caused by gravi-
tational waves can be separated from those large motions since they
happen at different timescales (minutes vs. months). There are two
consequences though that result from the breathing of the constella-
tion.
1) laser frequency noise : With unequal arm lengths laser fre-
quency noise is not canceled automatically. A post-processing
technique that shifts the different interferometer signals in time
to synthesize a virtual equal arm length interferometer is re-
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Figure 1.10: Variation ofinter spacecraft separationdistance due to disturbanceswithin our solar system forClassic LISA and eLISA.All variations can be keptwithin 2% of the nominalarm length. Superimposed onthese large (but very slow)distance variations would bemuch smaller variations ofhigher frequency due to gravi-tational waves of a multitudeof distant sources. The impactof these gravitational waveswithin a frequency range ofroughly 0.1mHz to 1Hz is onthe order of sub-nm for mostsources.
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and can suppress the noise by 13 orders of magnitude. [18] This
will bring the laser frequency noise below the shot noise limit
without removing the gravitational wave signal.
2) doppler shifts : The change in inter spacecraft separation dis-
tance over time between any two spacecraft results in a relative
velocity in the line of sight of up to ∆v = 20 m s−1 for Classic
LISA (4 m s−1 for eLISA).
The relative velocity along the line of sight translates to a shift ∆ f
in the frequency f = c/1064 nm of the received laser light (optical
Doppler effect) according to
∆ f = f
(√
c + ∆v√
c− ∆v − 1
)
(2)
which amounts to a maximum Doppler shift of ∆ f = 18 MHz for
Classic LISA and ∆ f = 3.8 MHz for eLISA (2013).
This prevents the use of homodyne read-out schemes and we have
to deal with the interference of two laser beams of unequal frequency.
1.3.3 heterodyne interferometry
Light from the incoming laser and the local laser with amplitudes
ERX and ELO, and electric fields given by
ERX sin (2pi fRXt) , ELO sin (2pi fLOt + ϕ)
interferes at a beam splitter and is detected by a photodiode as illus-
trated in Figure 1.11. The interference creates two new signals at the










2pi [ fRX + fLO] t + ϕ
)]
.
Due to the limited bandwidth of the photodiode, only the beat note
at the difference frequency is detectable, and is called heterodyne
signal.




Beam splitter PhotodiodefLO − fRX = ∆f fhet = ∆f
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The optical output signal will have an amplitude proportional to
the product of the amplitudes of the input signals. Within the linear
range of the photodiode, it can be assumed that the output signal of
the photodiode is proportional to the optical intensity, equivalently The intensity of thedown-mixed differencefrequency can (and will) belarger than the intensity ofthe incoming laser lightitself. This is because theweak incoming light ismixed with the muchstronger local laser source.
the squared amplitude of the electrical field.
In the presence of a gravitational wave which produces a phase
modulation φ(t) on the incoming laser light, this phase modulation
will be conserved:
ERX sin (2pi fRXt + φ(t)) × ELO sin (2pi fLOt)
∝ ERXELO cos
(
2pi [ fRX − fLO] t− φ(t)
)
.
If the optical phase of the incoming beam shifts by a certain phase
angle, then the phase of the heterodyne signal shifts by exactly the
same angle. This correspondence is illustrated in Figure 1.12.
example : A gravitational wave changes the spacecraft separation of
5 000 000 km by 100 pm. This shifts the phase of the laser light (at
1064 nm wavelength) by 100 millionth of a cycle, or ≈ 600 µrad.
This phase shift is conserved in the heterodyne signal. For a
10 MHz difference frequency (wavelength of ≈ 30 m) the same
600 µrad now correspond to a length of ≈ 3 mm in the read-out.
This is equivalent to a 10−11 seconds shift in the signal’s arrival
time compared to a much harder to detect 3 × 10−19 seconds
shift in the original signal.
The phase read-out becomes easier with smaller heterodyne fre-
quency. That is why many LISA requirements scale linearly with the
maximum heterodyne frequency. Hence it is desirable to keep all het-
erodyne frequencies as low as possible. This – and the necessity to
Incoming la ser ( RX)
Local la ser(LO)
Heterodyne s ignal
Figure 1.12: In the pres-ence of a gravitational wavethe incoming laser light isphase modulated. This phasemodulation is conserved inthe heterodyne signal whichmakes it much easier to de-tect in low frequency signals.Please note that in realitythe phase modulation willonly be of µrad amplitude atmHz frequencies while theheterodyne signal is at MHzfrequencies.
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avoid the case of zero heterodyne frequencies – requires the imple-
mentation of adaptable offset frequencies between the different lasers
in combination with a carefully designed frequency plan.
1.3.4 locking scheme and frequency plan
In the Classic LISA case it is a much harder task than it is for eLISA to
keep all heterodyne frequencies below a certain value. This becomes
obvious when one compares the Doppler shifts of up to 18.8 MHz in
6 laser links (Classic LISA) with the 3.8 MHz in 4 links for (eLISA).
We have to ensure that the Doppler shifts are the only source of
frequency drifts between lasers within the entire LISA constellation.
Hence all the lasers are frequency locked to another one, with the only
exception of a single laser (the “master”) being locked to a stable fre-
quency reference. A possible locking scheme is shown in Figure 1.13.
All of these locks have an offset frequency that will occasionally be
changed during the mission lifetime, approximately every few weeks.
It should be noted that lasers are also locked onto the Doppler shifted
incoming light so that for some heterodyne signals these shifts add
up in the locking chain. The task now is to find offset lock frequencies
that keep all signals in the optimal detection band.
The optimization conditions are:
F Keep the maximum heterodyne frequency as low as possible
F No zero-crossings (no heterodyne signal must cross 0 MHz)
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F Avoid the frequency range dominated by laser power noise
F Have as few offset lock frequency adaptations as possible
The range dominated by laser power noise was measured to be
−5 . . . 5 MHz for NPRO lasers that will be used for LISA [19]. This
leads to a lower heterodyne frequency limit of 5 MHz. As we will
see later in Section 2.1.2 it is beneficial to add another tone at exactly
5 MHz. Also there will be side tones 1 MHz above and below the main
heterodyne frequency as described in Section 2.1.3. Since we cannot
allow any tones to overlap with the 5 MHz tone, we have to limit the
minimum heterodyne frequency to about 6 MHz. Consequently the
main heterodyne frequency has to be kept above 7 MHz.
Using a genetic optimization algorithm it could be found that for
the described locking scheme one can in fact keep all heterodyne
frequencies within a range of 7 . . . 23 MHz. An exemplary frequency
plan that shows the different offset lock frequencies over time is
shown in Figure 1.14 (top). The remaining heterodyne frequencies
that are not locked and thereby influenced by a summation of Doppler
shifts are shown in Figure 1.14 (bottom).
Adding the 1 MHz side tone, and applying some margin, we can
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Figure 1.14: Frequency plan(top) and resulting hetero-dyne frequencies of the re-maining beat notes (bottom)for Classic LISA according tothe locking scheme shown inFigure 1.13. All frequenciescan be kept within a rangeof 7 . . . 23MHz. Times whereit is necessary to adapt theoffset lock frequencies arehighlighted by vertical lines.
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LISA to 25 MHz. This applies to all requirements mentioned in this
document. For eLISA (2013) due to the much lower Doppler shifts
the maximum heterodyne frequency might be as low as 10 MHz and
many requirements could be relaxed by a factor of 2 or more.
Since otherwise all other requirements on instruments and pay-
load for Classic LISA and eLISA (2013) are almost identical, we
will only consider the Classic LISA mission concept hereafter.
If whatever solution we find works for Classic LISA, it most cer-
tainly works for eLISA with some margin.
1.4 L I SA PATHF INDER
Most technologies necessary for a LISA mission were already devel-
oped and will be tested in space by a technology demonstration mis-
sion named “LISA Pathfinder” (formally known as “SMART-2”). Fea-
turing one LISA arm shrunk to 40 cm in length, this ESA mission will
be able to test all disturbances that act locally inside a LISA space-
craft.
In particular, LISA Pathfinder will verify in space:
 Gravity reference sensors (proof masses in electrode housing),
free of disturbing accelerations at the 10−14 m/s2/
√
Hz level
 NPRO lasers and the local laser interferometry for proof mass
readout at pm level
 Cold gas micro-thrusters (for drag-free control)
The LISA Pathfinder spacecraft will follow one freely floating proof
mass by reading out its position with capacitive sensors and laser in-
terferometry as shown in Figure 1.15, and actuates the spacecraft’s
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position with micro-Newton thrusters. Just like in the LISA mission,
the second proof mass is kept in position relative to the spacecraft
by capacitive actuators low bandwidth suspension controller. In that
sense LISA Pathfinder is a highly accurate gravimetric sensor that
measures differences in the gravitational force between the two proof
masses, i.e., a gravity gradiometer.
Figure 1.16 shows the fully assembled LISA Pathfinder spacecraft
with the propulsion module attached during environmental and per-
formance tests inside a space simulator in August 2011. It is to be
launched in 2015 and will perform its experimental schedule at the
L1 Lagrangian point within three months. Results will be available
almost immediately, through real-time data analysis.
Although LISA Pathfinder also uses heterodyne interferometry, the
signals are not subject to Doppler shifts and are set to a constant kHz
frequency making the phase read-out easier. Hence LISA technology
related to inter-spacecraft interferometry is currently being separately
developed and tested on ground, in particular in the context of this
project:
F Phase measurements for frequencies up to 25 MHz
F Adjustable offset frequency laser locks
F Laser frequency noise suppression
F Optical inter-spacecraft data communication
These items together are at the core of the LISA Metrology Sys- The LISA MetrologySystem was developed toTechnology ReadinessLevel 4 specifications(component and/orbreadboard validation inlaboratory environment).
tem (LMS). Within the scope of this project an international team
developed a fully functional TRL 4 compliant prototype making the
LISA Metrology System available as European only contribution for
the very first time. 
Figure 1.16: The LISAPathfinder spacecraft withattached propulsion mod-ule inside a space conditionsimulation chamber at IABG(Germany) in August 2011.© ESA / Airbus / IABG
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The main function of the LISA Metrology System (LMS) is the contin-
uous and simultaneous phase measurement of multiple heterodyne
signals at frequencies between 5 and 25 MHz with µcycle precision.
In LISA, the phase of the beat note between the incoming laser beam
from a distant spacecraft and a local oscillator laser is proportional
to distance fluctuations between the three spacecraft and thus car-
ries the gravitational wave information. Beat notes from other laser
interferometers measure fluctuations of the proof mass position and
auxiliary lengths for noise cancellation in post processing. All mea-
surements have to be performed with extremely low noise and hight
stability over thousands of seconds.
As discussed in Section 1.3.4 we derive all requirements from the
more demanding Classic LISA mission concept with 1064 nm
laser interferometry, a maximum heterodyne frequency, fhet, of
25 MHz, and a shot-noise limited target sensitivity for the phase
read-out of 10 pm/
√
Hz equivalent total length measurement
noise (single link).
We are working with a maximum noise budget of 1 pm/
√
Hz to
the phase measurement system. This translates to a phase noise
requirement 6 µrad/
√
Hz which is relaxed proportional to f−2 be-











valid for Fourier frequencies, f , between 10−4 and 1 Hz. Even
if not explicitly mentioned, this frequency shaping function is
present in all requirements derived in this document.
Additionally, the LMS has to control laser frequency locks, provide
inter-spacecraft ranging, and handle optical data communication.
2.1 PHASE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
As described in detail in Section 3.1, many techniques to measure
a signal’s phase—like zero-crossing or down-mixing—have been dis-
carded due to significant disadvantages. A phase-locked loop (PLL)
operating directly at the signal frequency is currently the preferred
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architecture for a LISA Phase Measurement System.
To remove excess noise and reach the required performance, one
must apply additional corrections schemes. This is necessary due to
limitations in current analogue-to-digital converter and reference os-
cillator technologies.
2.1.1 all-digital phase-locked loop
The chosen PLL principle for measuring a signal’s phase is shown
in Figure 2.1. The input signal is mixed with a sine wave of equal
frequency and phase that is generated by an adjustable oscillator.For an analog PLLimplementation, thisadjustable oscillator wouldbe, e.g, a VCO.
This produces products near DC and at twice the signal frequency. A
low-pass filter removes the 2 f component and other spurious signals.
A digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) as utilized by the PMS is the
digital implementation of the PLL described above. It uses digital
multipliers and filters, and a numerical controlled oscillator (NCO)
which form one DPLL core as shown in Figure 2.2. Input signals are
digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
Such a DPLL can track a signal even when its frequency changes
due to Doppler shifts. Also the bandwidth can be tuned to allow the
independent tracking of several beat notes in a single input signal.Independent simultaneoustracking is made possible byusing several DPLL coreson the same digitized signal.
The key components of a DPLL are:
q mixer output : A proportional-integral (PI) controller keeps
the mixer output (Q) very close to zero by actuating the oscillators
frequency. Thus this technique tracks the signal’s instantaneous fre-
quency f (t). The purpose is to produce a precisely tracking copy of
the incoming sine wave, but in digital form.
pir value : The NCO consists of a phase increment register (PIR),
a phase accumulator (PA), as well as a sine and a cosine look up table
(LUT). Its instantaneous output frequency is determined by the cur-
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rent value in the PIR that is controlled by an initial frequency, f0, and
the current value of the PI controller. This frequency data is used to
reconstruct the signal’s phase changes over time φ(t).








( fi − f0) , (3)
where f−1s denotes the time between two samples (inverse sampling
time) and f0 could in principle have an arbitrary value but should
usefully be the initial frequency or an average of all frequencies.
i mixer output : When mixing the input signal with a sine
wave 90° out of phase (cosine) the low-pass filtered mixer output
(I) represents the instantaneous amplitude of the input signal. This The instantaneousamplitude is assumed to beonly slowly varying innormal operations.
information is beneficial in many ways. For example it can be used to
correct for imperfections of the PLL where Q is non-zero and there-
fore describes the difference between the phase of the actual input







that is added to the value calculated by Equation 3 to measure the
signal’s phase with higher fidelity. It also helps in forming weighted
combinations of signals and is a diagnostic quantity in lock acquisi- Differential WavefrontSensing (DWS) utilizes theinstantaneous phase torecover the differentialphase between signals onquadrant photodiodes. Itprovides very precisespacecraft and proof massalignment information.
tion.
pa value : Using the PIR, Q and I values, the signal’s phase can
be reconstructed only with an unknown offset. The instantaneous
phase is available in the phase accumulator (PA), but not easy to pro-















Figure 2.2: In a digital PLLall elements are digital.The oscillator (NCO) iscontrolled by an initial fre-quency, f0, and the currentvalue of the PI controller.Combined they set the valuein the phase increment regis-ter (PIR) which holds the fre-quency information for phasereconstruction. The phaseaccumulator (PA) value isused to obtain the instan-taneous phase for DynamicWavefront Sensing (DWS).
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values of PLLs that track the same frequency can however be used
e.g. in DWS.
In combination the 4 quantities (PIR, PA, Q, I) are a complete de-
scription and in the digital domain of the input signal’s sinusoidal
component at the frequency of interest.
In order to reach the required fidelity of 6 µrad/
√
Hz, we have to
make sure that no component or algorithm in the signal path
adds excess phase noise above this level.
2.1.2 adc jitter correction
One of the very first components in the phase measurement system
is the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) which is triggered by a
sampling clock. Intrinsic timing jitter within the ADC leads to a digi-
tization of the input signal at non-equidistant intervals so that the dig-
ital replica is distorted. Assuming a perfect external sampling clock








≈ 4× 10−14 s/
√
Hz . (4)
One cannot distinguish between apparent phase shifts due to ADC
timing jitter and a genuine gravitational wave signal. The timing re-
quirement can also be expressed as phase noise limit for the sam-
pling clock. Since the sampling frequency fs needs to be at least
twice the maximum signal frequency, a 80 MHz clock was chosen.
The 6 µrad/
√
Hz requirement then simply relaxes by the ratio of fs
over fhet:
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Unfortunately, all ADCs under test fail this requirement and spoil
the system performance. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, one solution to
this problem is the introduction of a system wide clean and stable
reference signal (“pilot tone”). This additional signal will be superim-
posed onto each ADC channel and hence will be affected by the same
ADC sampling time jitter. It is tracked by a dedicated DPLL core.
Since the pilot tone is stable at a well known frequency it can be
used to measure ADC timing jitter. This information can be used for
correcting the signal. Phase noise introduced by an unstable sam- There are several optionsfor correcting the signal(removing ADC timing jitter)all of which can be found intechnical note 2-1 [TN21].
pling clock is indistinguishable from ADC timing jitter and will be
removed in the corrected signal by the same principles. Thus the pi-
lot tone in generally removes the extreme stability requirements on
the sampling clock itself and becomes a constellation-wide reference
which all measurements are compared to.
All requirements are now carried over to the pilot tone itself,
and thus the oscillators producing it on the different spacecraft.
We decided to use a pilot tone frequency, fp, of 75 MHz. Although
it is under-sampled by the 80 MHz sampling clock and hence will be A shift by a certain phaseangle in the originalunder-sampled frequency(75MHz) translates to aphase shift 15 times smallerin the aliased 5MHz signal.Hence even though the pilottone will be measured at5MHz one can still use tothe requirement referred tothe original frequency.
aliased down to 5 MHz, the 6 µrad/
√
Hz requirement still relaxes at








which corresponds to the exact same 40 fs/
√
Hz timing requirement
as described by Equation 5. Unfortunately, an oscillator that stable
does not exist. Figure 2.4 demonstrates that even laboratory setups
with state of the art cryocooled sapphire oscillators violate the re-
quired stability. [20] Space-qualified low-power oscillators that would
















Cryocooled sapphire oscillatorActive hydrogen maserOptical molecular clock (CH4)Low-noise quartz oscillator1 pm requirement
Figure 2.4: Rough trends ofthe SSB phase noise (lin-ear power spectral density)over Fourier frequency fordifferent reference oscillators.Even cryocooled dielectric-sapphire-resonator oscilla-tors at 6K (red) violate the1 pm requirement. A morerealistic choice for a LISAreference oscillator would becloser to the yellow trace forlow-noise quartz oscillators.All data were scaled for a75MHz carrier.
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2.1.3 pilot tone jitter correction
We thus have to deal with the excess phase noise of free-running os-
cillators that generate the pilot tones. The basic idea is to measure the
differential phase noise between the pilot tones of the three different
spacecraft and send this information back to Earth. Here it can be
used in post processing to subtract the noise contribution.
Such an implementation requires the transmission of the pilot tone’s
phase noise information between the spacecraft. This can be done
easily by using the pilot tone to phase modulate the carrier wave of
the outgoing laser beam with an electro-optic modulator (EOM) as
sketched in Figure 2.5. The resulting sidebands that hold the phase
noise information of the respective pilot tones are shown below.
Sideband picture of thelocal (yellow) and remote(blue) laser beams. The up-per and lower sidebandshold the phase noise infor-mation of the pilot tones.
∆f = fmod∆f = 7...23 MHzPhase noise (remote pilot tone)
Lower s idebands Upper sidebandsLocal & remote carrier
Phase noise (local pilot tone)
After interference, the heterodyne signals now contain two addi-
tional beat-notes (sideband/sideband beat-notes) which—on top of
the gravitational wave signal—yield the differential phase noise be-
tween the pilot tones.
The sideband/sideband beat-notes are separated from the carri-
er/carrier beat-note by the difference in modulation frequency fmod.
Hence the frequencies of the phase modulation on the local and the
remote spacecraft must differ by at least ≈1 MHz so that DPLL cores
can track the three beat-notes individually.
To retain a strong carrier signal for the main science measurement
only a small fraction of the laser power is carried in the sidebands.
It was proposed to have 7.5 % of the respective carrier power in each
single sideband. Thus the combined readout of both sideband/side-A detailed calculation of thecombined readout noise forthe sideband/sidebandbeat-notes can be found intechnical note 2-1 [TN21].
band beat-notes per heterodyne signal contains an equivalent length
measurement noise of 93 pm/
√
Hz ≡ 546 µrad/√Hz. This excess
phase noise due to the lower signal-to-(shot)-noise ratio violates the
18 µrad/
√
Hz ≡ 40 fs/√Hz requirement for the pilot tone stability as
described in Equation 6.
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As a result one cannot use the pilot tones directly for the phase
modulation. Instead, any phase noise in the pilot tones needs to
be upscaled by a factor of at least 31 so that a read-out noise of
546 µrad/
√
Hz would still be sufficient to measure the pilot tone
phase noise with required accuracy.
In contrast to the mixing process in, e.g., heterodyne interferometry
or electronic mixers, which maintain phase information, frequency
dividers and multipliers do conserve timing jitter. This leads to a
scaling of phase noise by the respective frequency ratio as illustrated
below.
Original signal:
Frequency division by 2: Identical timing error resultsin a different phase error
Noisy square wave signal(top, solid) with ideal repre-sentation (dashed line) andcorresponding signals afterfrequency division (bottom).Timing errors are conservedwhich leads to a scaling ofphase noise.
This conversion of phase shifts makes these devices ideal for scal-
ing the pilot tones’ phase noise.
After a long run of pre-experiments as described in Section 3.3 we
decided on a reference oscillator frequency of fmod = 2.4 GHz for
the phase modulation and a frequency devision by 32 to obtain a
fp = 75 MHz pilot tone that meets the scaling requirements between
fmod and fp (downconversion of reference oscillators’ phase noise by
a factor of 32). Modulation frequencies between different laser links
will differ by 1 MHz to get sideband/sideband beat-notes at 1 MHz
above and below the carrier/carrier beat-note, now using up a het-
erodyne signal bandwidth of 6 . . . 24 MHz as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The 80 MHz sampling clock can be derived from a frequency division
by 30 out of the same 2.4 GHz reference oscillator. The 1 MHz differ-
ence between the reference oscillator frequencies may shift the pilot
tones between Phase Measurement Systems by ≈ 30 kHz. This has no
impact on the PMS design or any stability requirements.
Heterodyne signalAliased pilot tone
0 255 10 15 20
Range dominated bylaser power noise Heterodyne signal centered around 15 ± 8 MHz(signal bandwidth)
Figure 2.6: Down-aliasedpilot tone at 5MHz andheterodyne signal with side-band/sideband beat-notes1MHz above and below thecarrier which is centeredaround 15MHz and shiftedby ±8MHz due to Dopplershifts resulting in a signalbandwidth of 6 . . . 24MHz.
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The final ADC and pilot tone jitter correction scheme for the Phase
Measurement System is shown in Figure 2.7. The differential timing
noise between the two 2.4 GHz reference oscillators can be measured
via the sideband/sideband beat-notes in a local reference interferome-
ter, and by electronically mixing both oscillator signals down to their
1 MHz difference frequency and passing it to the PMS. The phase
noise of this signal will be read out via a dedicated DPLL core. With
no optical signal present, the frequency range in this channel will not
be dominated by laser power noise.
The 40 fs/
√
Hz timing requirement that could not be met with
ADCs and reference oscillators alone is now instead imposed upon
all components of the pilot tone conversion and transfer chain high-
lighted in blue. On the one hand this concerns all electrical cables
[21], electro-optic modulators [22], optical amplifiers [23–25], and any
fibers cables [22] present in the GHz signal lines. Candidates for all of
these components that meet the requirements were already identified.
On the other hand also all components between the reference oscil-
lators and the actual pilot tone—i.e., cables, dividers, adders, and
filters—as well as the mixer that produces the difference frequency
between both oscillators are affected by the same timing requirement.
These components (highlighted in yellow) are combined in the Fre-
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quency Generation and Distribution Subsystem (FDS) which was de-
veloped as part of the LISA Metrology System.
2.2 AUX I L I ARY FUNCT IONS
In addition to the primary length measurement, the LISA Metrol-
ogy system has to perform several auxiliary functions. Among those
are beat-note acquisition, offset frequency locking of slave lasers, and
inter-spacecraft ranging and data transfer.
2.2.1 ranging
While the laser interferometric phase measurement determines rela-
tive distance fluctuations between spacecraft down to some pm/
√
Hz,
the absolute distance also needs to be measured with sub-meter ac-
curacy. Time Delay Interferometry (TDI) algorithms require this infor-
mation to calculate correct time delays so that laser frequency noise is
removed from the data streams in post processing. [26, 27] The deep-
space network (DNS) yields an absolute inter-spacecraft distance with
an accuracy of ≈ 25 km only. Hence an individual absolute distance
measurement, ranging, is required.
The ranging mechanism is based on Direct Sequence Spread Spec-
trum (DS/SS) modulation: A pseudo-random noise (PRN) code with
an even length of 1024 chips is transmitted to the distant spacecraft.
The Modulation is implemented as low-level binary phase modula-
tion. At the other end, the received code is correlated with a local
copy of the same code. The code was designed to have a correlated










When the received and thelocal copy of the PRN codeis misaligned by one chip ormore, the autocorrelated sumis close to zero. It can alsobe negative, but its absolutevalue will be ≤ 60.










When the received and thelocal copy of the PRN codeare perfectly aligned, theautocorrelated sum = 1024.
This ranging mechanism is implemented by phase modulating the
PRN codes onto the optical carrier of each laser using ≈1 % of the
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light power. As a result, the PRN code shows up as phase errors in
the received heterodyne signal at the DPLLs Q mixer output since
they are faster than the PLL loop bandwidth. These phase errors are
passed to a delay-locked loop (DLL) within the Phase Measurement
System which keeps a local copy of the PRN code aligned to the
received code via correlation of both sequences. The code delay nec-
essary to maintain the code alignment yields the ranging informa-
tion together with the absolute clock offset. This can be disentangled
in post processing. Experiments performed under real conditions in
preparation for this work (1 pW received light power modulated at a
depth of 0.1 rad) could show that this technique provides a ranging
accuracy of 42 cm at 3 Hz sampling rate. [28, 29]
2.2.2 data transfer
The ranging mechanism is also used to transmit binary data between
the spacecraft. The data is encoded on top of the PRN code by bit-
wise operation (XOR) at lower rates so the code length of 1024 chips
is divided into several data periods. At the distant spacecraft this data
must be directly decoded from received PRN code within the Phase
Measurement System.
The full spectrum of the heterodyne signal is shown in Figure 2.8 in-
cluding the carrier/carrier beat-note at 15 MHz with upper and lower
pilot tone sideband/sideband beat-nones 1 MHz above and below, as
well as PRN DS/SS modulation with data encoding. While at a re-
ceived light power of 10 nW all modulations are clearly visible, the
DS/SS modulation is completely buried in the shot noise in a realis-
tic heterodyne signal measured at 1 pW received light power. This is
typical for spread spectrum signals, which can only be recovered to a
level above the noise by ‘unspreading’ them with a copy of the mod-
ulation code. Experiments performed under real conditions (1 pW re-
ceived light power modulated at a depth of 0.1 rad) allowed for data
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rates of 24.4 kbit s−1 with a bit error rate < 26× 10−3 that was totally
eliminated using Reed-Solomon encoding [30].
2.2.3 beat-note acquisition and laser frequency lock
While each DPLL can track a different frequency, it needs to know
which exact frequency to lock onto. Since at first the beat-note fre-
quency is completely unknown, another auxiliary function of the
LISA Metrology System is the initial acquisition of the beat-note. This
is accomplished by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in combination
with a peak finding algorithm.
The LISA Metrology System furthermore needs to be able to offset
frequency lock the different lasers. This means, once the carrier/car-
rier beat-note was identified, it must be capable to keep the beat-note
at a constant value by continuously tuning the frequency of a local
laser. A piezoelectric element at the laser crystal allows for a fast con-
trol of laser frequency while temperature adjustments on the crystal
can compensate for long-term frequency drifts. The LISA Metrology
System will be able to control both of these actuators.
A functional overview of the LISA Metrology System for one laser
link is shown in Figure 2.9. In reality, all optical components, e.g., mir-
rors and beam splitters, will be attached to an optical bench utilizing






























Figure 2.9: Simplified func-tional overview of the LISAMetrology System for onelaser link. Quadrant photo-diodes are used to enableDifferential Wavefront Sens-ing (DWS) to get not onlythe position but also thealignment information for thedistant spacecraft (detectorA) and the proof mass (detec-tor B). This requires a multi-tude of phase measurementchannels. The alignment in-formation with respect to theincoming beam for both, proofmass and spacecraft, is usedin the Drag-free AttitudeControl System (DFACS). Allinteractions between systemsare shown as black arrows,where dashed lined arrowsalso go to the PMS.
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will be one of these benches per laser link. Light from the lasers and
between benches is transmitted via optical cables.
2.3 REQU IREMENTS OVERV IEW
The project’s goal was the design, development, manufacturing, test-
ing and validation of a breadboard model of the LISA Metrology Sys-
tem. This includes a 20 channel phase measurement and 4 channel
laser offset frequency locking system, the Frequency Generation and
Distribution Subsystem (FDS) as well as a Digital Signal Simulator
(DSS) for the generation of signals identical to expected interferomet-
ric LISA signals. The following describes the key requirements and
our implementation that achieves them.
2.3.1 frequency generation and distribution subsystem (fds)
All frequencies that determine the payload timing and phase mea-
surement performance are coherently derived by frequency devision
using a 2.400 GHz oscillator as primary reference. The timing fidelity
between each pilot tone and the primary reference needs to be at least
4× 10−14 s/√Hz. A second oscillator at 2.401 GHz is compared to
the primary reference by measuring the 1 MHz output of a frequency
mixer. Since electronic mixers conserve phase shifts, the timing re-
quirement for this signal is still referred to the original 2.4 GHz.
Signal RequirementSampling clock 80MHz differential (square) n/aPilot tone 75MHz single ended (sine)0.7 Vp−p (each) 18 µrad/
√Hz
GHz oscillatordifferential 1MHz (sine) 600 µrad/
√Hz
2.3.2 phase measurement system (pms)
Phase measurements are implemented as DPLLs (see Section 2.1.1) on
multiple FPGAs. DSS signals at high and low power to noise densi-
ties (PND) were used to evaluate the performance of the Phase Mea-
surement System (PMS). To test the required beat-note sensitivities,
the principle of zero measurements was used. The following require-For zero measurements twoidentical input signals aremeasured in individualchannels. The difference ofboth measurements yieldsthe system performance.Requirements refer to asingle measurement. Asmentioned on page 23 allrequirements are relaxedproportional to f−2 below3mHz due to the dominanceof acceleration noise.
ments are valid for measurements after application of the ADC jitter
corrected.
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Requirement75 dBHz carrier signal 12× 10−6 rad/√Hz95 dBHz carrier signal 6× 10−6 rad/√Hz75 dBHz sideband beat-note 83× 10−6 rad/√HzMeasurement bandwidth 0.1mHz . . . 1HzSampling rate 3.3Hz, 10Hz and 100Hz
2.3.3 beat-note acquisition
The beat-note acquisition is performed by means of FFTs of the sam-
pled input data that are implemented on a field programmable gate
array (FPGA). Once a signal is detected, the frequency is passed to
the Phase Measurement System (PMS).
RequirementSignal power (PND) 75 dBHzFrequency drift > 4Hz s−1Lock acquisition At frequency difference < 5mHzMaximum time to acquire lock < 20 sAccuracy < 1 fringe
2.3.4 ranging and data transfer
PRN codes including data are generated by the DSS and modulated
onto the carrier beat-note signal. A DLL (see Section 2.2.1) is imple-
mented in an FPGA where the PRN code is tracked and data is read
out at 1.7 kHz.
RequirementChip rate 1 . . . 3MHzTime delay < 3 nsData rate > 15 kbit s−1 (averaged over 1 hour)Bit error rate < 1× 10−6
2.3.5 laser frequency control
A frequency control algorithm implemented on an FPGA compares
the measured input frequency data with a given reference frequency
value. This gives the error signal for a laser frequency control algo-
rithm that keeps the heterodyne frequency at the reference value uti-
lizing a digital proportional integral controller.
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RequirementAnalog outputs 2×−10 . . . 10V (1 kΩ load)Digital outputs 1 (serial)Signal bandwidth > 100 kHzPhase measurement error < 120× 10−6 rad/√HzAccuracy < 1 fringe
2.3.6 digital signal simulator (dss)
No tests with optical signals were required in this project. Thus realis-
tic signals had to be electronically simulated that contain the main car-
rier/carrier beat-note with sideband/sideband beat-notes, PRN mod-
ulation, white amplitude noise, additional phase noise and simulated
Doppler shifts.
Signal AmplitudeTotal signal power −6 . . . 3 dBmMain beat-note 2 . . . 25MHz 89%Sideband beat-notes ±1MHz 10%PRN modulation 1%White noise Adjustable for power to noisedensities (PND) of 75 . . . 95 dBHzFrequency drift 4Hz s−1
This condensed overview of functions and requirements is not in-
tended to be exhaustive. A complete list can be found in technical
note 3-2 [TN32].
Chapter 7 on page 87 gives an overview of the testing and valida-
tion process where all functions were proven and all requirements
have been met. 
Part II
DEVELOPMENT
The primary task of the technology development described
in this report was to develop a breadboard model of the
LISA metrology system (LMS). To do this the abstract
functions and performance goals required of the LMS have
to be realized in hardware, software and algorithms.
The complexity of the LMS, as well as the overall LISA
metrology, required this to be an iterative process, which
is advanced by a constant alternation between simulation,
analysis, implementation and testing, with gradually in-
creasing complexity. In this process not only the bread-
board itself is advanced, but also the understanding of
the relevant effects and design choices.
The development reported here therefore reflects these in-
sights not only for one particular breadboard model, but
also for the design of the LMS for future experiments and
advancements.

3DES IGN CHO ICES
Over the course of many years different research groups world wide
evaluated multiple phase measurement techniques. A digital phase-
locked loop (DPLL) operating directly at the signal frequency was
found to be the preferred architecture for a LISA Phase Measurement
System (PMS). We verified these results and extended the research to
a wider range of input signals and auxiliary functions.
Extensive preinvestigations on different pilot tone generation and
distribution techniques within the scope of this project revealed many
components that are not eligible for the Frequency Generation and
Distribution Subsystem (FDS). The final design was driven by this
findings and our implementation is the only one known to date that
meets the rigorous timing requirements.
3.1 PHASE MEASUREMENT TECHN IQUES
A detailed investigation of different methods to measure the phase of
a sinusoidal electrical signal has been conducted by the University of
Glasgow and the Albert Einstein Institute (AEI) in Hannover in the
years 2000 to 2002, prior to this project, in the context of the phase
measurement system for LISA Pathfinder, where the frequencies to
be measured are nearly fixed at 1.6 kHz.
The LISA Phase Measurement System (PMS) has to handle input
frequencies that are much more demanding: Up to three low-level
beat-notes (one carrier-carrier and two sideband-sideband) with dif-
ferent amplitudes and variable frequencies between 6 and 24 MHz
that drift up to 4 Hz s−1 due to Doppler shifts in the constellation—
plus a pilot tone set to 5 MHz—in a single input signal.
The following subsections present findings of numerous previous
experiments at NASA/JPL, the University of Florida in Gainesville,
the Australian National University in Canberra and the AEI in Han-
nover on different phase measurement techniques and their applica-
bility for LISA.
3.1.1 zero-crossing technique
The phase of a single sinusoidal signal may be reconstructed by pre-
cisely measuring the time of the zero crossings after removing the
DC component of the signal (i.e. AC coupling). A zero-crossing oc-
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curs twice during each cycle and it is detected by a fast compara-
tor, which can also be considered as a 1 bit analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC). The timing of the zero-crossings is determined rela-
tive to a fast clock that serves as reference. Independent experiments
performed at the University of Glasgow [31] have shown that this
method can indeed achieve µcycle/
√
Hz sensitivities for signal fre-
quencies below 100 kHz with a clock frequency of several 10 MHz.
The sensitivity limit of this method is due to quantization noise. It
can be shown that for a signal frequency of 20 MHz and a noise bud-
get allocation of 3 µrad/
√
Hz the required clock frequency would be
2.7 GHz which is not easy to achieve with space-qualified electronics.
The main problem with this method, however, is that it is not appli-
cable for the case of multiple sinusoidal tones at different frequencies
in the same input signal. While this could in principle be mitigated
by complex filtering and DSP processing, the effort would in the end
be much larger than for the DPLL method that we have selected, with
no apparent benefit.
3.1.2 re-use of the lisa pathfinder phasemeter
Starting in 2001 the AEI in Hannover developed a phasemeter for the
LISA Pathfinder mission. While it shares the main measurement prin-
ciple of the LISA PMS developed in this project (digital I-Q-demodulation),
the main difference is that the LISA Pathfinder heterodyne interfer-
ometer operates at a fixed and known frequency in the range between
1 and 2 kHz, as opposed to the drifting MHz signals of LISA.
Due to the success of the LISA Pathfinder phasemeter [32–34] and
the fact that a space-qualified version had also been developed, it was
briefly studied if it could be adapted for LISA as well. The idea had
been to convert the MHz signal to a kHz signal by mixing it with a
local oscillator and then operate the phasemeter at the kHz frequency.
Very soon, however, drawbacks of this approach were realized. Mix-
ing the variable input frequency to a constant output frequency re-
quires a tracking local oscillator, which to the required accuracy can
only be realized by using a digital PLL, thus making this system more
complex than directly using digital PLL as in our present architecture.
More importantly, mixing the input signal to any other frequency
than DC has a significant noise penalty, since the “mirror image” fre-
quency (in a distance of two times the output kHz frequency from
the desired input signal) will equally be converted to the same out-
put frequency. Since at the image frequency there is no signal but the
same noise (including shot noise), and filtering is unrealistic, an un-
acceptable degradation of the SNR by
√
2 results.
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We hence conclude that the downmixing of the incoming signals
to a smaller heterodyne frequency is unnecessary and has significant
disadvantages. It is hence not considered any further.
3.1.3 downmixing followed by zero-crossing timing
One group in the US has for a short while further pursued a combina-
tion of the above two methods (downmixing to 1 . . . 2 kHz followed
by zero-crossing timing) [35]. Their conclusion was as well that there
is a noise penalty of
√
2 for shot noise. Since LISA is designed to be
limited in sensitivity mainly by shot-noise, such a degradation is un-
acceptable if it is avoidable (which it is using the DPLL architecture
chosen for this project). Hence any methods based on downmixing to
another (non-zero) frequency were not studied further.
3.1.4 digital phase lock loop (dpll)
From about 2004, the thinking of three of the most active experimen-
tal groups worldwide in this field (NASA/JPL, University of Florida
and AEI Hannover) converged to a digital PLL operating directly at
the signal frequency (as described in Section 2.1.1) as the preferred
architecture for a LISA phasemeter.
Initially the most intensive development took place at NASA/JPL,
due to the fact that at the time it was assumed that the phasemeter
would be a US contribution to the LISA mission.
Soon it was demonstrated that the required performance could
thus be achieved [36, 37]. Early results from AEI in Hannover are
described in a publicly available Ph.D. thesis [38].
3.2 L I SA PMS BREADBOARD ING EXPER IMENTS
The AEI in Hannover performed experiments with the goal to verify
the results obtained by other research groups using DPLL as an in-
strument for phase measurements and to extend research to wider
frequency range of input signals and auxiliary functions of the LISA
metrology system.
3.2.1 phasemeter noise performance
Figure 3.1 shows a photograph of the PMS demonstration model de-
veloped in 2008 and tested prior to this project at the AEI in Hannover.
Its components are located on a 4-layer specially designed Printed Cir-
cuit Board (PCB). Signals can be injected via 4 analog inputs that are
























































































2 MHz 3 MHz10 MHz 18 MHz20 MHz1 pm requirement
Figure 3.2: For input fre-quencies between 2 and20MHz the requirementsare met
an FPGA. The system operates at 50 MHz sampling frequency which
is generated by an on board crystal oscillator.
For determining the on-board phase noise of the PMS a zero mea-
surement scheme was used. The most important feature of a this
scheme is that noise introduced to the signal by any component be-
fore splitting cancels by subtraction, since it is the very same in both
readout channels.
The phase difference noise on the output of the setup characterize
then the phasemeter noise performance. The output signal of a fre-
quency generator is split before being injected into two PMS channels.
In Figure 3.2 the results for measurements with input frequencies be-
tween 2 and 20 MHz are shown.
3.2.2 laser ranging and communication
A test-bed based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a low-depth
phase modulation scheme was built by the AEI in Hannover to pro-
vide a LISA-like signal under a coherent transponder configuration.
Due to the stringent requirements of the LISA mission, the ranging
scheme requires an experimental verification at picowatt power levels,
and a ranging accuracy at sub-meter resolution with a highly reliable
inter-satellite laser data communication.
This weak-light conditions combined with precise ranging mea-
surements need to be demonstrated under fast signal dynamics and
strong interferences.
The system dynamic performance was verified by tracking an arti-
ficial time-varying ranging signal representing the predicted orbital
motion. In addition, the interference signals from the advanced laser
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link capabilities of the inter-satellite interferometry system—i.e., ad-
jacent sidebands to the main beat note for clock noise transfer, and
the cross-correlation between different codes in a laser link for bidi-
rectional ranging measurements—were included in the experimental
setup through additional phase modulations.
Under these conditions, the designed delay-locked loop (DLL) ar-
chitecture achieves a sensitivity of≈ 42 cm over a bandwidth of≈ 3 Hz
for data rates at 24.4 kbit s−1 (Figure 3.3). Detailed information about
this experiment can be found in a paper by Delgado et al. [29] and in
his Ph.D. thesis [28].
Although these experiments were initially conducted independently,
they were merged with this project after its start. Due to the promis-
ing preliminary results, the digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) was
selected to be the main instrument for phase measurement and other
tasks like ranging for a LISA mission.
3.3 FREQUENCY D ISTR IBUT ION SUBSYSTEM
Early on experiments performed at the University of Florida and the
AEI in Hannover, prior to this project, clearly showed that digital fre-
quency dividers are superior to multipliers (synthesizers) in terms of
phase fidelity. Hence a frequency division scheme to convert between
the 2.4 GHz modulation frequency and the 75 MHz pilot tone was
chosen.
Many components required for signal splitting, division, filtering
and distribution were evaluated both before and within this project,
and two prototype boards were designed, manufactured and tested.
This effort led to the final design for the frequency generation and
distribution subsystem (FDS).
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3.3.1 fractional-n synthesizer vs. digital dividers
At the University of Florida a fractional-N synthesizer (custom-made
with due regard to the strict timing requirements of LISA) was tested.
The Albert Einstein Institute in Hannover later on evaluated the tim-
ing fidelity of a highly accurate programmable integer divider. Both
devices are shown in Figure 3.4.
While the divider covered all integer divide ratios between 8 and
511 for maximum input frequencies of 14 GHz at 0 . . . 10 dBm input
power, the synthesizer was designed to upconvert a 50 MHz sine or
CMOS input signal to 2000± 20 MHz at adjustable in 100 kHz steps.
50 MHz was considered to be the pilot tone frequency while 2 GHz
was considered to be an adjustable laser carrier phase modulation fre-
quency at that time.
As shown in Figure 3.5, the differential noise between two synthe-
sizers is significantly above the required timing level, while two di-
viders show much better performance. Considering that the divider
measurements were early results and no extraordinary measures for
temperature stabilization were implemented, all future design effort
for the FDS followed a phase noise downconversion scheme with dig-
ital dividers.














1 pm requirementDivider Figure 3.5: Timing fidelitycomparison of the fractional-N synthesizer (50MHz in-put multiplied by 40) andthe programmable integerdivider (2016MHz inputdivided by 42). Phase mea-surements converted to tim-ing noise and divided by √2to represent the noise of asingle device.
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3.3.2 fds component evaluation prototyping board
As most digital dividers, the tested programmable integer divider
produces a square wave output which is highly asymmetrical for al-
most all division ratios. Hence a final divide-by-2 stage is necessary
to generate a signal with 50 % duty cycle. While the sampling clock
is expected to be a differential square wave signal, the pilot tone has
to be a low-distortion sine wave. Thus an additional filter in combi-
nation with amplifiers and power splitters for signal distribution is
necessary in the implementation of a division scheme for the final
FDS.
Early on within the scope of this project, Axcon ApS designed
two identical component evaluation boards. Both boards featured
prescalers, gain amplifiers, custom-designed 5th order shaping filters
and power splitters. Each component could be tested for phase noiseWhile the single sideband(SSB) phase noise is givenfor many off the shelfcomponents at variousfrequencies, the frequencyrange of interest for LISA(0.1mHz . . . 1Hz) is neverspecified by manufacturers.
individually.
The input for the measurements was provided by an evaluation
board and split for both boards. This procedure produces realistic
signals while the noise of the divider itself is common mode and thus
suppressed in the differential phase noise zero measurement. Results
are shown in Figure 3.7. The custom shaping filter connected to a
chain of power splitters could provide the required timing accuracy,
but neither the gain amplifier nor the prescaler met the requirements.
Figure 3.6: One componentchain (prescaler, gain am-plifier, shaping filter, powersplitters) of the FDS eval-uation prototyping board.
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3.3.3 further divider evaluation
After the initial evaluation with help of the prototyping board, the
AEI in Hannover tested different alternative dividers and prescalers.
Some replacement devices were tested with 150 MHz input frequency
provided by a split signal generated by an evaluation board.
Also a different division approach was investigated. The intention
was to replace the divider and prescaler all together with multiple
space qualified and radiation hard prescalers. Here the input signal
during testing was provided by a 2.4 GHz frequency generator.
While almost all components violate the timing requirements and
the space qualified prescalers offer no alternative, one ÷2 divider
stood out. As shown in Figure 3.9, alternative divider B performed
an order of magnitude better than any other device under test. Fur-
ther investigation provided evidence that the overall performance
was only marginally worse when combined with a ÷16 divider for
a full phase noise downconversion (2400 MHz divided by 32) and
hence was considered as replacement.














Alternative divider AAlternative divider BRadiation hard prescalers1 pm requirement Figure 3.9: Timing fidelitycomparison of some dividers(150MHz input divided by2) and prescalers (2400MHzinput divided by 8). Phasemeasurements converted totiming noise and divided by√2 to represent the noise ofa single device.
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3.3.4 prototype pilot tone module
Within this project and based on previous experiments performed at
the AEI in Hannover—that also included GHz power splitters, alter-
native amplifiers and GHz frequency mixers—a prototype pilot tone
module was developed. It was designed and manufactured by Axcon
Aps for full integration and evaluation within the LISA Metrology
System. The module features all functionality required for the FDS
and has an on-board stabilized power supply. Critical components
are implemented twice (two independent chains) to allow measure-
ments of their differential phase noise, and multiple test points allow
for noise measurements of individual components as shown in the
magnified section in Figure 3.10.
The evaluation of the stand alone module showed that the shap-
ing filter and power splitters perform exceptionally well. Their per-
formance is limited by the overall measurement setup sensitivity as
visible in Figure 3.11. The divider chain on the other hand as imple-
mented on this module generates an intolerable excess timing noise
that demanded a revised version of the pilot tone module.
Figure 3.10: Prototype pilottone generation and distri-bution module. The mag-nified section (lower right)shows test points TP1_2,TP4_1, and TP4_2 whichwere designed to measurethe performance of singlecomponents individually.
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3.3.5 towards a second generation pilot tone module
The reason for the excess noise generated by the divider chain imple-
mented on the prototype pilot tone module must be related to the
differences between this module and the corresponding divider eval-
uation boards. For example, the power supply for the ÷16 divider
was reversed compared to the evaluation board in order to reduce
the number of signal levels shifts in the system from negative to pos-
itive logic. Also a different PCB material was used there, which is
very hard to come by in Europe. Furthermore the dividers on the
prototype module are placed in close proximity to each other and be-
come substantially hotter compared to the evaluation boards.
The entrapment of heat was made visible by a thermographic cam-
era. Figure 3.12 (right) shows high temperatures in the area of the
on-board power supply and the dividers. Temperatures peak at over
75 ◦C. Also a strong temperature gradient is visible across the PCB
board, falling off diagonally along the shaping filters.
One more reason for the observed excess noise might be electro-
magnetic interference between the dividers. Effective shielding was
hard to implement on the prototype module so that the PCB layout
was revised. As part of this revision process, the ÷2 divider was eval-
uated again for input signal frequencies up to 2.4 GHz. The AEI in
Hannover could show that the projected timing jitter for five dividers
at various frequencies – featuring a total division ratio of 32 – sur-
passes the performance of the ÷16 divider. Hence the ÷16 divider
was replaced by a chain of ÷2 dividers.
In the end, the second generation pilot tone module as described in
detail in Section 4.1.3 on page 56 was improved substantially. Above
all, components that were not essential and might cause excess noise
or act as additional heat source were identified and omitted in the
final design. 
Figure 3.12: Prototypepilot tone module in visible(left) and infrared (right)spectrum. One can clearlysee a strong temperaturegradient across the shapingfilters that originates at thepower supply (left hand side)and the dividers (bottom).

4SYSTEM ARCH ITECTURE
The extensive studies performed prior to the design and implemen-
tation of the LISA Phase Measurement System (PMS) elegant bread-
board model (EBB) clarified the overall technical requirements to the
circuitry and calculation algorithms. However, the actual architecture
and system split into hardware, software and FPGA computation did
not have an obvious link to the technical requirements. Consequently,
the system architecture was considered early.
Axcon ApS was driving the EBB architecture work and design in
close dialog with the AEI in Hannover. The teams worked closely
together while taking the advantage of the comprehensive scientific
knowledge of the AEI team with the deep industry experience of Ax-
con ApS. The resulting architecture comprises several computation
units (FPGAs and CPU), advanced high speed interconnect, fast data
acquisition, fast control outputs, synchronization signaling, and so-
phisticated filtering and distribution networks.
The apparent performance requirements called for an advanced
platform providing ample processing resources while offering a high
flexibility for the later scientific tests done at AEI. A modular config-
uration was chosen to support future upgrades, thermal experiments,
and to facilitate ease of access to measurements. Significant engineer-
ing experience and effort was put into securing a solid system perfor-
mance, including early prototyping of pilot tone circuitry and FPGA
connection topology.
The four different modules for the EBB was designed, build, and
functionally tested by Axcon ApS. Subsequently the EBB prototype
as well as FPGA framework and embedded software was handed to
AEI for integration of signal processing algorithms and the extensive
performance testing commenced.
4.1 HARDWARE
The driving aspects of the EBB design were the required function-
alities and the performance goals. But also considerations for cost,
power consumption, flexibility and special aspects of known critical
elements (like the analogue front end and thermal influence from sur-
rounding components) were taken into account. Figure 4.2 shows a
photograph of the EBB hardware. While for critical components space
qualifiable parts were investigated and partly implemented, standard
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commercial parts were used for the bulk of the system. A system
sampling clock of 80 MHz was chosen, which is higher than in previ-
ous prototypes and allowed to simplify some aspects of the design,
like the anti-aliasing filters. FPGAs were selected from the Spartan
6 series from Xilinx, since they provided sufficient logical resources,
including large margins for future developments and experiments,
together with reasonable power consumption and price. Microsemi
(Actel) devices were considered but the available devices did not of-
fer adequate fabric complexity and density for the EBB. It is assumed
that Microsemi over time will provide devices of performance com-
parable to the Spartan 6 devices. At the Microsemi Spaceforum in
autumn 2013 Microsemi revealed their roadmap of the RT4G show-
ing that relevant devices are scheduled for release in 2015. Addition-
ally Xilinx Virtex 5 devices are available in space qualified variants.
DTU Space is currently testing a Virtex 5 device for another mission.
The hardware was split into four individual modules, each contain-
ing different parts of the functionality. One full EBB consists of one
main module, one pilot tone module, one DAC module and five ADC
modules. In the following, each module is presented together with its
key components and functions. Afterwards two critical aspects of the
infrastructure are described in more detail, the signal and data flow
between the components and the synchronization subsystem that is
required to ensure a common system timing.
4.1.1 adc module
The analogue signals from the interferometers are digitized and pro-
cessed on the ADC module. The main components on this module
are an analogue front-end circuit, which conditions the input signals
and adds the pilot tone, an ADC that performs the digitization, and
an FPGA, that houses the readout algorithms and communicates with
the other subsystems. The layout of the ADC module is shown in Fig-









































ure 4.1. The module can either be connected to the main board or
it can be used in stand-alone operation. The latter variant allows to
simplify testing, since a single ADC module can be used as an in-
dependent phasemeter prototype and does not contain the various
additional features of the full system which could potentially cause
unwanted disturbances.
An ADC module is plugged via a multi pin connector directly into
one of the six slots of a main module. This connector provides the sys-
tem clock and the supply voltages to the module. It also connects sev-
eral interfaces, most importantly the main, high bandwidth link be-
tween the local FPGA and the FPGAs on the main module. One ADC
module was designed to measure four input channels. Therefore it
contains four equal analogue front-ends and an ADC with four in-
put channels. The phase measurement performance of the ADC was
tested beforehand. The main function of the FPGA on this card is to
perform the phase and ranging readout algorithms, to decimate this
data to a suitable rate, and to transmit it to the main module.
In stand-alone operation the FPGA can directly be controlled and
read out via a USB or generic serial interface, added to the module
by using free FPGA pins connected to an expansion header. Another
connector allows to provide power and an additional crystal oscillator
has to be soldered onto the module to provide a system clock.
analogue front end The signals are fed into the ADC mod-
ule via four SMA connectors. A fifth connector is used to feed in
the pilot tone signal directly from the pilot tone module. The AFE
circuit for one channel includes three main components: a gain and
buffer stage for signal conditioning, an anti-aliasing filter, and a dif-
ferential amplifier, that is used to simultaneously add the pilot tone
and to generate a differential signal required for driving the ADC.
This architecture was based on the pre-investigations of phasemeter
prototypes developed at the AEI in Hannover [39].
The gain stage was implemented using a current-feedback op-amp
with a high gain-bandwidth product. The aim of this was to generate
a flat amplitude and phase response for various signal gains, in order
to reduce temperature induced noise. No final requirements on the
gain were available and, since they depend highly on the signal power
and the photo receiver (PR) gain, therefore the implementation allow
for flexibility by simply changing the feedback resistors and thus the
amplification.
The anti-aliasing filter (AAF) is a second order low pass and was
included for testing purposes. A detailed study of the required filter
suppression and phase linearity was not conducted, since they de-
pend strongly on the PR transfer function and other not yet specified
parameters. A full measurement chain design might move the AAF,
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as well as all required gain stages, fully into the PR, depending on
the available thermal stabilities and power budgets.
The differential amplifier used to drive the ADC and to add the
pilot tone has a large bandwidth (> 300 MHz) to reduce thermally in-
duced phase noise. The pilot tone was split without using a resistive
splitter and fed into the second input port of the amplifier. To pre-
vent reflections from the impedance mismatch of the split and from
the receivers, the signal is terminated at the split. This is considered
feasible since the dimensions on the AFE board are small compared
to the signal wavelengths.
Since all of these analogue components were known to be criti-
cal for the measurement performance, a possibility for exchanging
not only the front-end components, but also the layout was included
into the design. Several test-points were added, that allow to solder a
hook-up board onto the original AFE. Such a board directly connects
to the signal inputs and the ADC inputs, and can therefore be used
to replace the original AFE circuit, allowing to still use most of the
ADC module.
4.1.2 dac module
The EBB generates up to three digital and four analogue signals with
the DAC module. Its main components are an FPGA, four DACs,
each with an analogue offset correction and amplifier circuit, and
three buffered digital outputs. The FPGA infrastructure of this mod-
ule is almost an exact copy of the one of the ADC module. This al-
lowed to use some of the same programming code and it made it
possible to easily exchange the two module types. Therefore a main
board can potentially be used with none, one or even more than one
DAC module. The layout is shown in Figure 4.3. The DAC module









Figure 4.3: Layout of theDAC module. It containsthree single-bit digitaloutputs, four DACs, fouranalogue back-end (ABE)circuits, one FPGA, threetemperature sensors (TS),an analogue and a digitalpower supply (PS), as wellas several other peripheralcomponents and connectors.The connector to the mainmodule is located on thebottom.
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The FPGA on this module has two main functions. The first func-
tion is to host offset-frequency phase locks [40, 41] or similar algo-
rithms. These algorithms use the frequency information of the beat
notes from the ADC modules, communicated via the main board,
to generate actuator signals. These signals are then converted into
analogue ones by the DACs and their offset and amplitude is fur-
ther conditioned by analogue back-end circuits, before they are made
available at separate SMA connectors. Each output was designed to
have a range of ±10 V, which is convenient for laboratory experi-
ments. While the DACs are sampling with 80 MHz, the analogue out-
puts were low pass filtered with a corner frequency of approximately
10 MHz. This is a more than sufficient bandwidth for laser control
and additionally allows to use the DACs for other purposes. The out-
puts also include a resonant filter at 80 MHz to reduce any residuals
of the clock signal in the outputs. The actuator signals can also be
made available via a serial interface, if a laser with digital interfaces
has to be controlled.
The second function of the FPGA is to generate PRN signals for
the phase modulation required to implement ranging and data com-
munication. For three channels, data received from the main board
is therefore encoded with individual PRN signals and fed via simple
digital buffers to SMA connectors.
4.1.3 pilot tone module
The pilot tone module generates the system clock at 80 MHz and pilot
tone at 75 MHz out of a 2.4 GHz reference oscillator by frequency divi-
sion (÷30 and ÷32) and distributes the pilot tone. It is plugged into a
dedicated connector on the main module which provides the supply
voltages and receives the clock signal from the pilot tone module.
While the clock is directly fed to the main module, the pilot tone
is further filtered and amplified. Since the initial pilot tone is a rect-
angular signal (from the digital dividers) a temperature compensated
passive filter is used to reduce its content of higher harmonics.
A pilot tone distribution section, where the pilot tone is split via
power splitters and made available at six SMA connectors with equal
delays ensures a common overall phase. This type of distribution was
chosen to ensure a high phase stability and cleanliness of the pilot
tone, both of which might have been spoiled by using a distribution
via the main board. The distribution part of the pilot tone module
is in the middle of the ADC modules (see Figure 4.2), this shortens
the signal path and allows to decrease the influence of strong heat
dissipation by the FPGAs and power supplies, which are situated on
the outside of the EBB.
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Figure 4.4 shows the layout of the two pilot tone modules designed
for the EBB. In contrast to the prototype pilot tone module as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.4 on page page 48, this final module has no
on-board voltage regulators. Instead it forwards the power supply
from the main module to a connector. An external voltage transfor-
mation and stabilization board then feeds the required voltages back
to the pilot tone module. Each group of components has its dedicated
power pin so that single devices can be switched off individually.
This redesign was part of the effort to remove everything from the
pilot tone module that was not essential and might cause excess noise
or act as additional heat source. In this regard the mixer to generate
a correction signal for a second GHz signal together with all GHz
power splitters were moved to external shielded components.
Another major change is the replacement of a ÷16 pilot tone di-
vider by a chain of 5 + 1 ÷2 dividers. The additional stage is bypassed
and powered off but can be used to produce an alternative 37.5 MHz
pilot tone which is not aliased by the 80 MHz sampling frequency.
The shaping filters and the divider chain producing the system
clock are identical to the prototype module. Only one pilot tone gen-
eration chain is present on the module, differential measurements of
the timing fidelity are performed between two equal modules. All
components have solder points for electric shielding, and thermal
pads are connected through the backside of the board. The primary
trace layer is made of a special material which performs very similar









Figure 4.4: Layout of thesecond generation pilot tonemodule. The elongated partof the module contains thepilot tone distribution withdelay matched signal linesand six power splitters. Theother part of the modulecontains the frequency gen-eration. It consists of theclock dividers and of thepilot tone dividers and filter.
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4.1.4 main module
The main module as shown in Figure 4.5 hosts all other sub mod-
ules, provides power, distributes the system clock, it hosts an FPGA
dedicated to performing fast Fourier transformations (FFT FPGA), it
hosts the CPU module that controls the system, and it hosts another
FPGA (bridge FPGA) that establishes the interfaces between the FP-
GAs and the CPU. The main module can also use a crystal oscillator
as source for the system clock. This allows to use the system without
a pilot tone module or if, for example, no 2.4 GHz source is available.
A 12 V supply voltage is passed to all sub modules and used to gen-
erate all voltages for digital circuits. A 24 V supply voltage is used to
generate the local supply voltages of ±6 V and ±16 V for analogue
components, which are also supplied to all sub modules.
bridge fpga The bridge FPGA works as the central switch for
most communications between the FPGAs and the CPU. It multi-
plexes the various data streams that are sent back and forth in the
system and frames them into the required formats. The data streams
are discussed in Section 4.2.2. It also handles the FPGA synchroniza-
tion, which is described in more detail in Section 4.2.3. For simplifi-
cation this FPGA was chosen to have the same type as the FPGAs on
the ADC and DAC modules.
central processing unit The EBB required a central pro-
cessing unit with floating point capabilities and high-level program-
ming options. The LPC3250 OEM Board from Embedded Artists was
chosen for this purpose. It houses an NXP ARM926EJ-S LPC3250 pro-
cessor and includes various peripherals that allow to simply mount








it onto the main board with an expansion connector, which provides
power and the required connections. The CPU functions can be di-
vided into two main tasks. The first one is to handle the measurement
data. The incoming data packages have to be formatted, filtered and
then packed and transmitted via Ethernet to a connected PC. Later
on the data might also be sent to a DFACS system in the spacecraft
computer, via a not yet defined interface. The filtering of the incom-
ing data is the most demanding task in terms of required processing
power. The chosen CPU therefore includes a dedicated vector floating
point co-processor, which gives the system a computational overhead
that can be utilised during later developments.
The second task of the CPU is to control the system and to per-
form housekeeping functions. The availability of a general-purpose
programming environment allows to implement complex algorithms
that can be used to operate the EBB autonomously. This is necessary
for using the EBB in experiments that simulate flight-like situations,
where the communication to the satellites would be non-permanent
and very limited in bandwidth. For example, the autonomous acqui-
sition of the ADPLLs had to be implemented as part of the EBB de-
velopment.
An important additional feature of the CPU is the readout of tem-
perature sensors spread across all modules. This data is also packed
and sent to the PC. The CPU runs the RTEMS (Real-Time Executive
for Multiprocessor Systems) operating system. This choice of high-
performance CPU was agreed at the beginning of the activity in or-
der to facilitate algorithm development and debugging with ample
performance margin. A suitable flight CPU can then be chosen at the
time of FM development based on the actual CPU load measured
with these prototypes.
fast fourier transform (fft) fpga To allow for maximum
acquisition performance a dedicated FPGA was implemented to per-
form fast Fourier transformations. This FPGA is connected directly
with high bandwidth interfaces to a subset of the ADC modules. The
full ADC data sampled at 80 MHz is fed through these interfaces and
made available on the FFT FPGA. There it is fed into FFT blocks,
that allow to perform full duty-cycle FFTs on four input data streams,
for example, on four segments of a QPD. To achieve this amount of
computational power the FFT FPGA is a larger Spartan 6 type, with
roughly twice the logic resources than the other FPGAs in the system.
The FPGA also hosts peak detection algorithms which operate on the
FFT outputs and produce the data sent to the CPU.
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Additionally the FFT FPGA connects to random access memory
(RAM) with a capacity of 256 MB. This allows to store a burst of data
at the full sampling rate, which can then be read out via the CPU. The
ADC modules providing this data can also be modified to transmit,
for example, signals from inside the ADPLL. These types of burst
data can be used to perform debugging and signal analysis over a
wide range of frequencies, something which is not possible otherwise,
due to bandwidth limitations.
4.1.5 thermal considerations
The thermal design and implementation of the EBB have been given
special attention by Axcon ApS in the overall design layout of the
system and subsystem. The EBB module setup and placement of the
different parts on the module have been done with this requirement
in mind. This is to keep the PT distribution and the analogue mea-
surement components as stable as possible and not to increase the
noise in the chain. The design is implemented with a target of being
able to only use passive convection of the components packages and
optional heat sinks. Using a forced airflow from fans over the board
could influence on the thermal stability if the flow is not uniform
over time intervals corresponding to the frequency of interest in the
measurement. This can cause unintended modulations of the signal
before it is sampled in the ADC and adds to the noise of the sig-
nal. Forced airflow was consequently not part of the prerequisite for
the EBB construction. However, both active and passive temperature
control was added to improve the thermal noise performance even
further during the testing.
The components with the highest power dissipation are placed
close to the edges of the modules maximizing the distance to the
analogue front end and PT distribution circuits. The overall layout is
designed to support a thermal insulation block that is covering all
the analogue front-end of the ADC modules, PT distribution circuits
together with the shaping filter for the PT. The use of such an insula-
tion block is only possible when the power dissipation is limited and
without risk of thermal run-away.
Moreover it is necessary to make the PT distribution chain as identi-
cal as possible for all channels. This is done through length matching
and placing the power-splitters as symmetrically as possible. Another
technique applied here is to use only the top layer for routing and to
avoid vias. As shown in Figure 4.6, the trace length of the critical
traces is also to a large extend matched in x and y direction of the
PCB. This accounts for the possibility that the PCB is not necessarily
expanding homogeneous in the x,y and z direction.





Figure 4.6: Pilot tone distri-bution. Conceptual drawing(top) and actual PCB tracelayer (bottom). Traces of in-dividual colors are matchedin length to each other.
4.2 SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE
The EBB is composed from the modules described in Section 4.1.1 to
Section 4.1.4. However, one significant feature of the modules besides
the conversion and processing capabilities is their interconnection. All
modules except the pilot tone module have high bandwidth digital
interfaces. The modular hardware infrastructure does not only pro-
vide flexibility, it also puts challenging requirements on these inter-
module connections. The two most relevant aspects are a coherent
timing system, which is needed to allow for the TDI algorithms to op-
erate correctly, and the data communication bandwidth and delays,
which are essential for the metrology system algorithms to work as
desired. How these critical aspects are covered by a dedicated infras-
tructure is described here.
4.2.1 gigabit interfaces
As a consequence of the distribution of the FPGA logic across several
devices (up to 8) it becomes necessary to have a high performance in-
terconnect. The bandwidth figures are provided in Section 4.2.2, but
in addition to these direct calculations the experience is that systems
having several FPGAs will benefit from having ample interconnect
bandwidth to optimally utilize the FPGAs and to maximize the flex-
ibility. The high speed interfaces will support late partitioning deci-
sions or changes in location of the FPGA processing. Future experi-
ments using the EBB will likewise have a large degree of freedom to
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support added or modified FPGA processing. On the EBB the FPGAs
are connected using several gigabit serial links providing high band-
width. In addition the communication protocol is kept simple to limit
the latency. The links are connected by board to board connectors and
via the main module.
Each of the high speed links is designed to support at least 2.4Gb/s
communication speed and was tested at 3.2Gb/s as shown in the
example below.
Eye diagram at 3.2 Gb/s.Example of the signal qual-ity of the gigabit connec-tions on the EBB as mea-sured during functionaltesting by Axcon ApS. Ex-ample shown is the linkfrom the bridge FPGA toslot 6, 100 ps/div, 50mV/div.
The topology is selected to ensure that the science data can flow
through the system without bottlenecks and to a large extent it allows
the FPGAs work as one unit. Combining all the FPGA functionality
into one single device would clearly simplify partitioning, but pre-
vents the modular design approach. The FPGA topology has proven
to have adequate headroom for the EBB testing and improvements
throughout this project.
4.2.2 data flow
The modular design approach of the EBB required to implement in-
terfaces that have sufficient bandwidth for the different functionali-
ties. The various interfaces can be divided into two types: streamed
data, which is sent at regular intervals and contains well defined data
frames, and command data, which consists of the register read and
write packets that are controlled by the CPU. An overview of these in-
terfaces is shown in Figure 4.7. The register interface uses the bridge
FPGA as a switch and connects from there to all other FPGAs.
There are three types of streamed data interfaces implemented into
the EBB. The first one is used for the science data, which contains all
the various DSP readout signals and additional meta data, like the
internal time stamp of each FPGA. This data is sent to the bridge,
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where it is re-framed and then sent as one large package to the CPU.
The rate of the science data is rather slow (80 MHz/217 ≈ 610 Hz),
but it is sufficient for providing signals to a DFACS system and it
has to be even further decimated for the data storage. More details
about the science data and its decimation are described in Section 5.4.
The second streamed type of data is for the laser lock implemen-
tation. For these locks the EBB implements the core functions of a
fast control loop, with a requirement of an absolute delay of less then
≈ 3 µs. To implement these locks the frequency/phase information
of the beat notes, measured in the ADC FPGAs, has to be sent to the
DAC FPGAs without causing excess delays. A rate of 10 MHz was
chosen for this interface, which allowed to keep the delays caused by
the interface low enough. Only two of the laser lock signals sent from
the five ADC cards can be sent through to the DAC FPGA, therefore
a multiplexer in the bridge allows to choose which ones are required.
The physical interface between the bridge and the other FPGAs is
based on a single serial link with a bandwidth of several Gbits/s.
The last type of streamed data interface is the delivery of all the
ADC sampling data from three ADC modules to the FFT FPGA. The
large required bandwidth (4 ADCs × 14 bit × 80 MHz ≈ 4.5 Gbit s−1)
was achieved by adding three physical serial interfaces to two of the
ADC slots. A single additional link was implemented for a third ADC
slot, with the reasoning, that a reduced amount of data is sufficient
for acquiring lock of the local reference interferometers on the opti-
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Figure 4.7: Sketch of thedata flow between the FP-GAs and the CPU on theEBB. The streamed datainterfaces (science, laserlock, FFT data) are all uni-directional and they sendpredefined data frames atfixed intervals. The registerinterface is bi-directionaland allows to send and readdata. It is not synchronized,since it is controlled bythe CPU. The data to beencoded with PRN codeson the DAC card for inter-satellite communication iscommunicated also via theregister interface, since itonly has a low bandwidthrequirement.
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SNR, thus requiring only a single photodiode channel instead of four
channels from a quadrant photodiode.
4.2.3 synchronization
A dedicated synchronization scheme was implemented to allow system-
wide coherent timing. This is necessary to ensure that all sampling
and decimation, as well as the PRN generation, start predictably at
the same edge of the system clock. The scheme is based on a syn-
chronization signal, the so called tick, that is generated by the bridge
FPGA and fed to all FPGAs (also back to the bridge) via matched
delay lines (see Figure 4.8). Each FPGA contains a state machine that
controls a counter that is triggered by the received tick. After a suc-
cessful synchronization each FPGA maintains an identical local copy
of this counter that is used for all timing operations. This counter
is, for example, used to generate the decimation clocks and the PRN
codes. The state machine controlling the counter is armed (it waits
for the tick), by a simple command from the CPU. The tick genera-
tion produces a tick at regular intervals, but it can be switched on
and off via a CPU command. Therefore triggered state machines can
also be used to time other algorithms or changes in the FPGAs, al-
lowing to exert full control of timing in the system, if necessary. All
data packages sent to the CPU contain this counter value from the
time of transmission. The value can be compared to a software pack-
age counter in the CPU to detect missing packages. The CPU also
contains an internal hardware counter (INT in Figure 4.8), driven by
an independent clock, which is also read out for debugging purposes.
Once the synchronization works, only deterministic, constant time
offsets remain which can be taken into account in the post-processing.
One should note, that the full timing in the EBB has three compo-
nents, the 80 MHz clock, which defines the timing intervals, the tick
synchronization, that sets the absolute system time i.e the counters,
and the pilot tone, which allows to correct the timing jitter of each
ADC channel relative to the timing reference which, in this case, is
the 2.4 GHz side band tone.





















Six devices on the EBB required individual programming: the four
types of FPGAs were all programmed using VHDL, the CPU and the
PC interface programs were written in C. The hardware interfaces
on all devices were implemented by Axcon ApS, together with ad-
ditional abstraction layers, most of the infrastructure for the register
interface and the operating system and drivers for the CPU. The dig-
ital signal processing, control, framing and data streaming was then
implemented on top by AEI. In the following the system control is
explained in more detail.
The EBB is initialized via a PC program. The program establishes
a TCP/IP link via Ethernet to the CPU and provides it with various
parameters, depending on the chosen mode of operation. The CPU
then performs the FPGA counter synchronization and initializes the
DSP blocks in the system by writing various parameter into the cor-
responding register, like the gains and initial frequencies for the AD-
PLLs. After this, the CPU activates the streamed data interface on
the bridge and it begins the data readout loop. During this loop it
waits for packages to arrive, decodes and filters them, and sends the
resulting packages to the PC, where they are stored for display and
analysis.
The system is controlled via a register based interface handled by
the CPU. Each register in the EBB has a unique address and can be
written via a simple CPU command. Registers can also be read out by
the CPU if they are configured for that in the VHDL code (readable
registers require significantly more resources and therefore they have
to be instantiated specifically). For debugging purposes a notification
for each register write and read is also sent to the PC. It contains the
data and address of the register, as well as the CPU internal counter
value for timing. This allows to reconstruct the detailed behavior of
the CPU, including reaction times, which is especially important if
the EBB works partly autonomously. 

5ALGOR ITHMS
The core functionalities of the LISA metrology system are provided
by digital signal processing algorithms implemented in the FPGAs
and the CPU. These algorithms operate on the digitized optical inter-
ference signals and they extract the science information, as well as
various additional data that is required for the real-time control of
the LISA satellites and their subsystems.
This chapter gives an introduction to the most critical algorithms.
Large parts of these algorithms are also documented in detail in the
Ph.D. theses of J. Kullmann, J. J. E. Delgado and O. Gerberding [28,
39, 42].
5.1 SC IENCE READOUT
The readout algorithms implemented on the FPGA of each ADC mod-
ule are described here. The presented specific scheme is designed
for detecting the four beat notes generated on a QPD for the LISA
inter-satellite link (“science interferometer”). This scheme was imple-
mented during the development, since it is the most complex and
demanding one. It can be modified and simplified for the readout of,
for example, the auxiliary interferometers. The scheme is sketched in
Figure 5.1.
science tone pll The interferometric beat notes are read out
in the so called main ADPLLs. Their internal design is based on the
model presented in Section 5.2. Read out from these PLLs are the
individual frequencies, I and Q values as well as the direct phase
differences for DWS. In addition the sum of the four frequency values
is computed and read out. This value is also decimated to a rate of






























Figure 5.1: Shown is anoverview of the DSP imple-mented in an ADC FPGA forthe science readout.
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side band pll The added ADC signals are fed into two sep-
arate ADPLLs for tracking the upper and lower clock noise transfer
side bands. Since the side bands only use a small amount of the signal
power their effective SNR is even lower than the one of the main beat
notes. At the same time the side band PLLs have to track the same
laser frequency noise dominated signal as the main beat notes, in ad-
dition to the clock noise and the Doppler shifts. The side bands are
2.4 GHz away from the carrier and their effective Doppler shifts are
thus also slightly different. Since the largest part of the phase signal is
already tracked by the main beat notes this information can be used
to reduce the required bandwidth of the side band PLLs. Therefore
the summed frequency of the four main PLLs is used, after adding/-
subtracting the corresponding offset, as offset frequencies in the SB
PLLs (see Figure 5.1). Thereby the frequency noise and Doppler shift
information is transferred in a feed forward scheme and the SB PLLs
only need to track the clock noise and the slight Doppler variations.
Individual frequencies and the I and Q values are read out from these
PLLs.
pilot tone pll The pilot tone is measured for each channel by
a dedicated ADPLL with a design very similar to the PLLs describedThe current implementationused almost the samedesign as developed for theinterferometric beat notes. Amore specific design mightutilize a very low bandwidth,since the absolute pilot tonephase changes are verysmall. The frequency of sucha dedicated pilot tone PLLmight even be constrainedto a very narrow rangearound the nominalfrequency by additionallogic.
before. The values that are read out from these ADPLLs are the fre-
quency values, used to reconstruct the pilot tone phase changes, and
the in-phase (I) value, to monitor the signal strength. A readout of
the out-of-phase (Q) value is not necessary due to the high band-
width compared to the absolute signal. The readout of the frequency
has a large dynamic range which is not required for the pilot tone.
A simplified readout mechanism was therefore included additionally.
Since the phase of each PLL contains a ramp at the signal frequency,
a constant ramp from an internal NCO (synchronized to the system
counter) is subtracted from each of them. The so generated phase val-
ues are directly proportional to the sampling jitter in each channel,
and they use less then half the amount of bits and therefore band-
width as the frequency values.
delay-locked loop The inter-satellite ranging function con-
ceptually works by continuously sending time semaphores in both
directions along the link. By recording the transmit and receive time
in the local clock of the transmitting and receiving spacecraft, re-
spectively, both the distance ("range") as well as the clock offset can
be measured. In this implementation, instead of discrete pulse-like
timestamps a pseudo-random noise code is continuously transmitted.
It is generated from the transmit clock, with the starting time of the
code coincident with a bit transition in a certain high-value bit. The
receive function is performed in the phasemeter in two delay-locked
loops (DLL), which are tracking the local and remote pseudo-random
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noise (PRN) codes. They use the combined sum of the main PLL
mixer outputs (Qsum) as inputs. These DLLs also read out the raw
data from the PRN stream. This implementation is based on earlier
work at the AEI [28] and was further extended and ported to the new
hardware within this project. The readout signal of the DLLs are the
correlation values, the measured delay and the raw data. The raw
data normally contains additional bits for data correction algorithms
like Reed-Solomon encoding [30], to detect and correct bit errors.
5.2 ALL D IG I TAL PHASE LOCKED LOOP
The phase readout of the interferometric beat notes happens in all dig-
ital phase locked loops, as described in Section 2.1.1. The performance
and stability of the ADPLLs is critical for the system functionality and
was investigated extensively. A linearized model of the ADPLL was
developed and extended to account for the non-linear behaviors in-
herent to the algorithm. The model and its predictions were tested by
performing digital performance tests to verify the phase noise levels
and the ADPLL stability.
This work was also published in a paper [43] and it is included in
the PhD thesis of O. Gerberding [42]
5.2.1 linear model and non-linear extensions
The linearizion of the ADPLL algorithm allows using standard con-
trol theory to find stable loop gains and to predict the propagation
of noise sources through the system. Truncation noise sources in the
ADPLL are inherently non-linear, and may produce irregular spuri-
ous signals. Therefore dithering and rounding algorithms were intro-
duced in the VHDL implementations to reduce these noise sources
and make their behavior stationary and predictable. The linear loop
and its various components, noise entry points and readout points































Figure 5.2: Block diagramof the linearized PLL model.Included are bit length in-dicators (N,M,K,F,C,T), pos-sible truncation noise addi-tions (u˜e, u˜f , u˜p), input addi-tive noise ε˜add and markersfor signal readout points (Q,PA, PIR). Not shown hereare the amplitude readoutand the additional computa-tion delay transfer function.
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Simulations using the actual VHDL code of the ADPLLs were used
to compare the expected closed loop transfer functions with the pre-
dicted one from the linear model. Except for the second harmonic,
one of the well known non-linear effects inside phase locked loops
that was treated separately, the model allows very good predictions.














































5.2.2 digital non-linearity test
Using digitally generated LISA-like signals the ADPLL was also tested
for non-linear effects and stability. Three extremely different signals
were generated such that their combined phase value combines to
zero (see Figure 5.3). Measuring the residual noise gives insight into
noise sources and non-linear effects, making this type of test the opti-
mal set-up for future experiments with the full metrology system.
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5.3 RANG ING AND DATA TRANSFER
The ranging and data transfer functionality of the phase meter sys-
tem is implemented by means of a delay locked loop (DLL). After
initial development before this project [28], further development, op-
timizations, extensions and transfer to the new hardware was done
within this project to increase its reliability and performance to fulfill
the requirements of eLISA.
5.3.1 operational principle
To make ranging possible, a pseudo random noise (PRN) code is
phase modulated onto the beatnote signal, generating multiple side
bands, whose collective power does not exceed more than 1 % of the
carrier power. The PRN code has a length of 1024 so called chips,
each with a value of ±1. Each chip is 32 clock cycles in length, which
means the chip rate is 2.5 MHz. Since the bandwidth of the PLL is
well below 1MHz, these signals are not tracked by the loop and thus
appear in the error point (Q output of the PLL), where they can be
demodulated. On the receiving side, the remote PRN code will then
be correlated with a locally generated copy. The code delay in the re-
ceiver that maximizes the correlation thus represents the signal travel
time (and clock offsets). A spectrum of an PRN code modulated sig-
nal can be seen in Figure 5.4 which was published by Delgado et al.
[28]. In addition to ranging, the DLL is also used to transfer 32 bits
of data per PRN sequence. The data to be transmitted is attached to
the PRN code by using a simple multiplication with ±1. The result-
ing data modulated PRN code will then be phase modulated into the
beatnote signal. On the receiving side, a simple multiplication of the
















Figure 5.4: Spectrum of an11MHz carrier signal, whichhas been BPSK modulatedwith PRN code, publishedby Delgado et al. [28].
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5.3.2 structural overview
A standard DLL consists of four basic parts:
F The local PRN code generators
F The PRN code correlators
F The servo loop controller
F The control finite state machine
The generation of the local PRN code starts in a counter that is contin-
uously counting. To this value a static start offset determined during
the acquisition phase as well the actuator offset from the servo loop
controller described below are added. The result is then used as an ad-
dress for a look up table (LUT) that contains six different PRN codes
(one each for the six one-way links). One of these codes is selected by
the user and fed into the correlators.
The PRN correlator is used to correlate the input signal with the
local PRN code and to recover the embedded data. To accomplish
that, the input signal is multiplied with the locally generated PRN
code and its result is then sent through a series of filters to calculate
the correlation and recover the data. The first filter is an integrate-
and-dump (IAD) filter, which dumps every data period (12.8 µs). The
transmitted data bit is recovered from the sign bit of the output of
this first IAD filter. After the first IAD filter, the absolute value of the
output is calculated and sent to a second IAD filter, which dumps
every PRN period (0.4 ms). Since the absolute filter eliminated the
sign, the output of the second IAD filter is always positive and corre-
sponds to the amplitude of the correlation between the input signal
and the locally generated PRN code. A schematic block diagram of
the correlator can be seen in Figure 5.5.
There are three of these correlators inside the DLL. One is the punc-
tual correlator, which functions as describes above, and the other two
are the early and late correlators. The difference between the early
and late correlators and the punctual correlator is that the former use
a local PRN code shifted by half a chip in negative or positive di-
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rection. In case the punctual correlator has maximal correlation, the
early and the late correlator detect a smaller but equal correlation. If
the offset of the punctual correlator is slightly off-center, one of the
other correlators has a slightly higher correlation than the other one.
Therefore the difference of the early and late correlator can be used
as an error signal for the loop controller.
The loop controller consists of a single integral controller, which takes
the aforementioned difference of the early and late correlator as its in-
put. An integral controller accumulates its input and multiplies the
result with an user-configurable constant gain factor. The output of
the integral controller is used as actuator signal and added as an off-
set to the PRN code address counter.
The control finite state machine (FSM) controls the handover pro-
cess between acquisition mode and tracking mode and generates the
timing signals for the IAD filters in the correlators. Special care must
be take to achieve correct synchronization of the data bit bound-
aries. This required modifications to the classic DLL algorithm are
described in [28, 44]. When the DLL starts, the FSM is in acquisition
mode. In this mode all possible PRN code offsets are scanned until
an offset with a correlation above a user supplied threshold is found.
After that, the FSM switches to tracking mode where the aforemen-
tioned offset is not modified any more. In tracking mode, the loop
controller as well as the early and late correlators are switched on
to form a closed loop. It is possible to leave the tracking mode and
switch back to acquisition mode, when the measured correlation falls
below a second user supplied threshold. This is, however, only ex-
pected to happen when the PLL unlocks.


















Figure 5.6: Schematic blockdiagram of a DLL. This in-cludes the counters for thelocal PRN code address, theearly, punctual and late cor-relators and the loop filter.All this is controlled via afinite state machine.
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5.4 DEC IMAT ION CHA IN FOR SC IENCE DATA
For the science data the decimation is implemented in three steps,
shown in Figure 5.7. The initial data inside the FPGAs, available at
the sampling speed of 80 MHz, is down-sampled by CIC filters to a
much lower rate of ≈ 610 Hz and packed into data packets called
frames. These frames are transmitted to the bridge, where they are
combined and sent to the CPU. There the data is split into the original
signals which are first mapped onto floating point numbers and then
decimated in three consecutive steps by FIR filters. The final rate of
3.4 Hz is then used to store the data on a PC. The intermediate higher
sampling rates of ≈ 102 Hz and ≈ 10 Hz are required for feeding
data to a DFACS system. The multi-stop filtering also simplifies the
design of the three FIR filters. Signals like counters and received DLL
data are not filtered and are directly available in the CPU as integer
values.



























The most challenging signal, in terms of filtering, is the frequency
information of the main PLLs, since it contains both the large inter
satellite distance variations as well as the tiny gravitational wave
signals. It has the widest dynamic range and spectrum, making its
artifact-free decimation the most demanding. The other signals can
potentially use much simpler filters that, for example, cause less sig-
nal delays, as required for DWS. Due to time constraints only the
strong frequency decimation filters were implemented and they were
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used for all signals. The frequency signals are fully dominated by
laser noise, therefore the filter suppression can be computed by com-
paring the expected noise with the filter transfer functions.
Figure 5.8 shows the effective laser frequency noise model and
its attenuation via the implemented down-sampling filters. The first
stage is a third order CIC filter which has notches of suppression
at all critical frequencies (only the first two are shown). The second,
third and fourth stages are 54, 104 and 77 tap FIR filters respectively.
One should note that decimated variable is a frequency and not the
phase, which implies a time derivative leading to frequency-dependent
requirements. Future implementations might also include compensa-
tion (“whitening”) filters to restore the signal flatness that is required
for DWS, post processing and TDI. However, these filters might be
computationally very expensive due to the strong constraints on the
signal flatness required for the TDI algorithms that suppress noise
by more than nine orders of magnitude. Therefore these filters might
better be implemented in the on-ground data processing.
5.5 BEATNOTE ACQU IS I T ION
The beat note acquisition (BNA) functionality of the phase meter sys-
tem is used to find the frequency of an unknown beatnote signal in
order to initialize the PLL tracking loop. The heart of the BNA system
consists of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and a simple peak finding
algorithm. An important feature of the BNA is also the ability to
exclude certain frequencies like the pilot tone, multiples of 10 MHz,
which are commonly found in a lab environment or other fixed fre-
quency interferers.
5.5.1 fast fourier transform
The FFT is a very fast algorithm that is used to calculate the frequency
spectrum of an equidistantly sampled digitized signal. Its most pop-
ular variant has been developed by James Cooley and John W. Tukey
in 1965[45]. This particular algorithm has been chosen, because it can
very easily be parallelized, which is a huge benefit on an FPGA.
theory of operation The general FFT algorithm takes N
complex numbers representing discrete amplitudes in the time do-
main and transforms them in such a way that the result also yields
N numbers that represent discrete amplitudes in the frequency do-
main. In our case, the input to the FFT is the digitized AC photo
current that comes from the ADCs and therefore is completely real
data. When feeding a FFT with real data, the results are still com-
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plex numbers. However, the output data Xk is symmetrical around
the Nyquist-Frequency, which means that
XN−k = X∗k . (7)
Due to this symmetry, a real FFT doesn’t magically produce more
data than it has been fed with and the number of resulting frequency
bins is only N2 . However, the more important frequency resolution is
not affected by this condition. For example, a FFT with N = 1024








= 78.125 kHz (8)
with a frequency span of 0 Hz to 40 MHz. To then get a real spectrum
out of an FFT, the absolute value of the complex output has to be
taken by multiplying it with its complex conjugate and then taking
the square root. This however has the side effect of the loss of the
phase information of the input signal, since there are now less output
numbers then input numbers. Fortunately, the phase information is
not relevant for BNA.
The FFT algorithm works by recursively dividing the computation
of the N = N1N2 input data points into smaller FFT of size N1 re-
spectively N2 until N1 and N2 are prime numbers. The FFT algorithm
from James Cooley and John W. Tukey only works for N1 = N2 = 2,
which means that N has to be a power of 2. There are other algo-
rithms that work for N1 6= N2 6= 2, but they are not as fast.
The final N = 2 FFT are simple 2 point discrete Fourier transforma-
tions (DFT) and are called “butterflies” in the context of FFTs. A FFT





such butterflies and thus has a complexity of O(N log N). As a com-
parison, a DFT that directly implements the defining formula has a
complexity of O(N2).
implementation As actual FFT implementation, the propri-
etary FFT intellectual property block from Xilinx Inc. was chosen.
Since the FPGAs we are using are also from Xilinx Inc., this particular
implementation is very well optimized for our FPGAs. This results in
high speed operation with low chip area usage.
The FFT also needs some surrounding logic to function properly. Af-
ter the processing by the FFT, the absolute value of the output signal
has to be calculated. In this case however, the square root operation is
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omitted and the output is only multiplied with its complex conjugate.
The reason is that the square root cannot be easily implemented in a
FPGA. Also, we are only interested in the relative height of the am-
plitudes in comparison to others, for which the squared magnitude is
just as good as the magnitude.
5.5.2 peak finder
The peak finder receives a serial stream of frequency/amplitude pairs
and produces as result the frequency/amplitude pair with the high-
est amplitude. It further evaluates the user-defined list of frequencies
to be ignored. The peak finder works by initializing an internal fre-
quency/amplitude pair with 0/0 and replacing it with a new pair,
whenever its amplitude is greater, ignoring all frequencies from the
list. The internal frequency/amplitude pair is reset, whenever a fre-
quency/amplitude pair with a frequency of 0 arrives. At that time
the best frequency/amplitude pair found so far is forwarded as re-
sult and can be used as starting frequency for a PLL.
5.6 LASER CONTROL
A laser frequency offset phase lock has been implemented as one
of the required auxiliary functions. The used algorithms are digital
versions similar to analog servo controllers that have been used and
studied before [40, 46].
The active laser control, performed by the phasemeter, uses the fre-
quency information of the beat notes, determined in the ADC FPGAs,
as shown in Figure 5.9. From these frequencies the desired offset fre-
quency is subtracted to generate an error signal, which is then passed
to a PI controller to generate a fast actuation signal that is sent to
one of the DACs. The fast actuator signals is also fed into a another
PI controller that generates a second slow actuation signal. Both of











































Figure 5.9: Schematicoverview of the frequencyoffset phase lock inside thetest set-up. The tests uti-lized a signal generator (SG)to simulate a laser sourceand an interferometer. Aspectrum analyzer (SA) wasused to measure the transferfunction. The loop containsseveral interfaces (IF) de-signed for high bandwidth.
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by actuating on the laser crystal with a piezo (fast) and with temper-
ature (slow). This algorithm was tested successfully and the results
are summarized in Section 7.2.4.
The system infrastructure also allows to implement more complex
control algorithms inside the DAC FPGA, like arm-Locking [47] and
alternative laser stabilization schemes [48]. These have, however, not
yet been tested. 
Part III
TEST ING
Testing the developed LISA metrology system (LMS) is
a crucial part of the presented work. Testing all the re-
quired functionalities is conceptually straightforward and
was in part implicitly covered during performance mea-
surements. The required µcycle noise performance, how-
ever, is very hard to verify. The reason is that our aim is
to build the best available phasemeter, including lab de-
vices, such that no reference measurement equipment ex-
ists against which our results could be compared.
Hence the only remaining possibility is to test the PMS
against itself. In the scope of this project we compared the
output of two channels that process the same input sig-
nal against each other. Realistic (LISA like) input signals
were produced electronically by a custom designed signal
generator and measures were taken to reduce temperature
fluctuations which had initially turned out to limit the per-
formance of the LMS. Parts of the frequency distribution
subsystem were also tested electro-optically extending the
initial scope of this project.
Conducting more significant but also more difficult “3 sig-
nal tests” will represent a milestone in future testing of the
developed LMS. Such a test is described in Section 5.2.2
in the digital domain but will also have to be performed




During this development activity the LISA metrology system was
tested using only electronic signals and equipment; no optical sys-
tems were involved. However, since the system behavior depends
strongly on the input signal dynamics and spectrum, a dedicated
signal simulator was designed and used for the tests. The coupling
of temperature fluctuations into phase noise also required to perform
some of the test in with actively stabilized temperature environments.
6.1 S IGNAL S IMULATOR
The LISA Metrology System was to be tested with realistic signals
that share the same characteristics as the photodetector outputs in
the LISA interferometry system. This requires:
F Three sinusoidal tones with adjustable but fixed frequency dif- The central tone(carrier/carrier note) has ahigher amplitude. Theothers represent thesideband/sideband beatnotes.
ference in each channel.
F Simultaneous frequency shift of all three tones to simulate Doppler
shifts, laser frequency noise and laser frequency sweeps.
F Simulation of laser frequency noise from mHz to MHz Fourier
frequencies.
F DS/SS phase modulation of the central tone with small modu-
lation index, using PRN codes. Data must be modulated ontop of the PRN code withvariable rate andwell-known contents.F White amplitude noise of well-controlled spectrum and level.F Variable output level.
There are multiple options to generate phase modulated sinusoidal
signals, three of which we considered in particular.
1) commercial signal generators which, however, are limited
to sinusoidal tones with at most a sinusoidal frequency modula-
tion, and hence fulfill only a subset of the above requirements.
2) real optical interferometers which provide the most re-
alistic signals, but are not transportable, much less reliable and
may contain other noise sources making debugging very diffi-
cult.




In the end, we chose to develop a custom digital signal simulator
(DSS). It was used to test the functionality and performance of the
LISA Metrology System during development and in the final testing
phase. Several copies of the signal generator can be used simultane-
ously in different experiments.
6.1.1 architecture and implementation
The hardware of the developed DSS and its architecture are shown in
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. A signal synthesis core is implemented in
an FPGA and connected to four DAC-channels. Each DAC-channel
consists of an digital-to-analog converter, low-pass filter and a num-
ber of operational amplifiers used for signal conditioning. The signal
simulator is controlled by the user via three USB-interfaces. A set of
expansion connectors can be used for connecting different boards like
Figure 6.1: Digital signalsimulator PCB featuring afield-programmable gatearrray (FPGA) in the cen-ter, a microcontroller board(right), digital-to-analogconverters (bottom), multi-ple slots for analog noisegenerator and expansionconnectors and USB ports.
Figure 6.2: Signal simulatorarchitecture. The signal syn-thesis core is implementedin FPGA and connected tofour DAC-channels. EachDAC-channel consists ofa digital-to-analog con-verter, low-pass filter andof operational amplifiersfor signal conditioning.
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user-made DAC and ADC cards, noise generators, memory devices
and interface modules.
Signal parameters needed for a certain PMS test are specified in a
configuration file which is stored on a PC. Software that communi-
cates with the signal simulator via one of the USB-ports sends these
parameters and starts the DSS.
6.1.2 direct digital synthesis
In our signal simulator we used the well-known and widely used
direct digital synthesis (DDS) concept. [49] All functional blocks of




LUTPIR PA to DAC
DDS single channel struc-ture. PIR: phase incrementregister; PA: phase accu-mulator; LUT: look-up tablewith digitized sine wave;FDG: frequency drift gen-erator; FN: frequency noisegenerator; BPSK: binaryphase-shift keying; AN: am-plitude noise generator
In order to generate all signals that are needed for PMS testing,
outputs of several (three in our case) such channels are added and
passed to a digital-to-analog converter.
signal spectrum A typical signal spectrum produced by the
signal simulator is shown in Figure 6.3 (green trace). It includes the
carrier/carrier tone at 23 MHz, two sideband/sideband tones at 22 MHz
and 24 MHz and the DS/SS PRN modulation for inter-spacecraft rang-














Figure 6.3: Full output sig-nal spectra of the digitalsignal simulator (DSS) withdifferent amplitude noise lev-els to simulate the expectedsignal-to-noise ratios.
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Expected laser frequency noise (LISA)Measured noise of DSS (12 MHz)
noise generation A white noise floor was added by the DSS
using either an analog noise generation device or a digital white
amplitude noise generator, implemented in the FPGA. Both noise
sources are functionally equivalent and simulate the expected signal-
to-noise ratios. The red trace in Figure 6.3 corresponds to 75 dB Hz
PND, and the green trace to 95 dB Hz. The total signal power is 3 dBm.
On top of this there is a frequency noise simulation function of
the DSS that was implemented in the FPGA. It contains three main
blocks: a generator of white Gaussian noise, an integrator and a low-
pass filter. The combination of these three units allows to generate the
desired frequency noise spectral density (Figure 6.4).
A drift of up to 11 Hz s−1 can be added to the signals’ frequency
to simulate spacecrafts movement. The range of the frequencies for
the carrier/carrier tone is 2 . . . 25 MHz and hence even wider than
required.
6.2 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The excess noise of phase performance measurements due to temper-
ature fluctuations is often the limiting effect for sensitive measure-
ments at mHz frequencies. Reducing these fluctuations was done in
two steps.
The first measure was to use a temperature stable laboratory for
such measurements. That room at the AEI in Hannover is deep within
a larger building, it is not connected to the outside via walls or win-
dows and it has no other sources of heat other than the measurement
equipment itself. The room is also not actively cooled, allowing any
constant heat generating system to reach a very stable thermal equi-
librium. Additional passive isolation can further improve this.
However, the thermal equilibrium in a well isolated system will
always be accompanied by a high average temperature, which is only
feasible for some parts of the breadboard.





























































































Performance tests with the full system did not allow to use such
strong passive isolation due to two reasons. The heat generated by
the breadboard would raise the temperature to levels far above the
operating limits of individual components, risking emergency shut
downs or even damage to the system. The second reason concerns
the fluctuating heat dissipation of the breadboard itself. The tests re-
vealed that the thermal noise generated by the system itself can spoil
its phase measurement performance. Both of these issues could only
be addressed by introducing means to actively control the breadboard
temperature.
6.2.1 active temperature control
The thermal stability of the analogue front-end had to be actively
stabilized to reach the required accuracies. For this purpose a tem-
perature controlled housing was built for the breadboard model that
utilized a commercial thermal control unit to realize a constant tem-
perature within the box. Fans on both side of the control unit coupled
the respective air volume to the two heat exchangers, one mounted
on the outside of the box and one on the inside which can be seen in
Figure 6.6. The temperature gradient between these heat exchangers
was then actively regulated by a Peltier element between them, which
used temperature data from an independent thermal resistor inside
the box as sensor for the control loop. The loop parameters and air
flow had to be optimized to achieve the required thermal stability
of the analogue components. The temperature sensors on the bread-
board were used for out-of-loop measurements to monitor the effect
of the active control. The best stability achieved during testing was
just sufficient to achieve all performance levels during the measure-
ment campaign. A corresponding temperature spectrum is shown in
Figure 6.5. More details on the implementation and development of
the stabilization can be found in the Test Report [TN41]. 
Figure 6.6: Coolingunit for active temper-ature stabilization.
7TEST RESULTS
An extensive measurement campaign of the breadboard model has
been conducted to investigate critical performance levels and to demon-
strate various functionalities.
Initial tests were performed on single modules and simplified in-
put signals that revealed complications early on in the campaign. Af-
ter minor system modifications the full LISA metrology system as
developed within the scope of this project and the implemented algo-
rithms were able to meet all requirements.
In the following the most relevant results are summarized. The full
test results are documented in technical note 4-1 [TN41].
7.1 ADC MODULE
We built a stand-alone phase measurement system based a single
ADC module with a separate dedicated USB readout module for com-
munication with a dedicated computer. This excludes the additional
complexity of the main processing board.
We were able to reproduce all results on phase noise performance
(DPLL) as well as ranging and data transfer (DLL) obtained with the
first generation phasemeter described in Section 3.2.
7.1.1 delay lock loop (dll)
The Delay Locked Loop proved to be capable of tracking a PRN mod-
ulated signal with a very low SNR of 75 dB Hz.
While maintaining a data rate of more than 15 kbit s−1, a bit error
rate (BER) of less than 10−6 could be achieved using using the Bose-
Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem coding for bit error detection and correc-
tion. Additionally the timing delay was measured and found to differ
less than 3 ns from the expected values.
All this has been successfully tested for a total of five different
PRN codes, each at two different frequencies and over a measurement
period of one hour.
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7.1.2 digital phase lock loop (dpll)
A zero measurement scheme as presented in Figure 7.1 with fre-
quency generators producing input signal and pilot tone was used
for initial evaluation of the signal tracking and phase measurement
sensitivity of the ADC module.
During these tests a better ADC driver compared to the previously
implemented one was found. It was used in all further measurements
for both stand alone and full systems.



















Final performance measurements presented in Figure 7.2 were done
using the signal simulator with full signal spectra, including carrier
and sideband tones, PRN-modulation, and amplitude and frequency
noise. All requirements were met over the whole frequency range
2 . . . 25 MHz. The performance strongly depends on the temperature
stability though and requirements can only be met using passive or
active temperature control.














Single tone input (frequency generator)Full signal spectra (signal simulator)
95 dB-Hz requirement75 dB-Hz requirement
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7.2 AUX I L I ARY FUNCT IONS
Further evaluation of functionality and performance required the full
LISA Metrology system as developed in the scope of this project. The
following tests describe the beat note acquisition for initial lock of
the phase measurement system, the support functions for the drag-
free and attitude control system (DFACS) with differential wavefront
sensing readout as well as PRN code generation for ranging and data
transfer and laser frequency control for offset locking.
7.2.1 beat note acquisition
The Beat Note Acquisition System was able to detect five different
beat note frequencies and successfully locked a PLL on this frequency.
This yielded a frequency difference of less than 5 mHz compared to
the expected value, measured by a reference PLL. Such a lock takes
only a few seconds and a sample graph showing both the reference
PLL frequency and the acquisition PLL frequency is shown in Fig-
ure 7.3.
The PMS was designed to easily cope with the maximum expected
sweep rate of the beat note signal. Since the DSS supports a maxi-
mum sweep rate of 11.322 Hz s−1, sweep rates up to this value have
successfully been tested.
Using a previously developed phase meter with the same beat-note
acquisition system, even beat-note signals with much higher sweep
rates could be acquired. This was achieved by using a free-running
heterodyne laser system. Therefore sweep rates in the range of several

















Figure 7.3: Sample acqui-sition sequence for a fre-quency of 12.5MHz, show-ing reference and acquisitionPLL frequencies over time.
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7.2.2 dfacs support
The LISA metrology system performs the readout of differential wave-
front sensing (DWS) signals, which are used to measure the tilt of the
test mass relative to the satellite and the attitude between the satel-
lites. This information has to be communicated in real time to the
drag-free and attitude control system (DFACS), where it is used to
actuate the orientation of the satellite and the test mass. This func-
tionality was verified in a two step process. The availability of the
data at sampling rates around 10 Hz 100 Hz was achieved by design,
as described in Section 5.4.
The performance of the DC phase readout, which is essential for
DWS, was tested by performing a measurement of a signal and a de-
layed version of it, generated by additional cable length. By using the
knowledge of the cable length the earlier signal was then artificially
delayed with an interpolation filter. This computed signal was then
subtracted from the later received one to determine that the perfor-
mance was below the requirement of 120 µrad/
√
Hz electrical phase
difference. Due to the optical gain of the DWS readout, this corre-
sponds to ≈ 104 times smaller physical angels. This also showed that
the measured phase difference of the non-delayed signal to the later
received one was correct, proving the capability to perform DC phase
readouts.
7.2.3 prn code generation
The LISA metrology system also requires to be able to generate pseudo-
random noise (PRN) including decoded data for the inter satellite
ranging and communication. Therefore the PRN generation on the
breadboard, implemented in the DAC FPGA, was tested by moni-
toring and recording the generated signals with an oscilloscope. The
PRN codes were then analyzed to verify the correct repetition rates,
the desired cross-correlation properties and no artifacts. Possible data
encoding and time stamping were implemented as well, however
these functions could not be tested without additional, more com-
plex set-ups.
The communication between two or more breadboards connected
via optical links is the most promising and realistic set-up for per-
forming integrated tests of the PRN generation and readout in the
future.
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7.2.4 laser frequency control
The ability to perform an active laser lock with a closed loop band-
width of 10 kHz or more is one of the most critical aspects for the
modular design of the metrology system. The lock (an overview is
shown in Section 5.6) utilized several FPGAs and components, and
to achieve the desired bandwidth the total delay of all the interfaces,
the algorithms and the converters was required to be below 3 µs. Even
though the system design accounted for this, a closed loop test was
conceived to measure the actual delay of the system and to demon-
strate the phase locking capabilities.
The laser lock capability was tested by locking a commercial signal
generator to the LISA metrology system. The actuation signal gen-
erated from the DAC module was therefore fed into the analogue
frequency actuation input of the signal generator, mimicking the set-
up for a real laser lock. The signal generator output signal was fed
into one ADC module in the breadboard, thereby closing the control
loop.
Several of these locks were performed for more than 1 hour at var-
ious signal frequencies. The analogue actuation signal was also fed
through an adder circuit, allowing to measure the closed loop re-
sponse with a commercial network analyser. The comparison between
the measured loop gain and a linear model (shown in Figure 7.4) was
used to determine the delay caused by the breadboard infrastructure.
Excluding some initially unknown but now resolved delays in the








































Figure 7.4: Shown is acomparison of the modeledand measured transfer func-tion of the offset frequencyphase lock. Unity gain isat ≈ 20 kHz with a phasemargin of more than 30 ◦.
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7.3 FREQUENCY D ISTR IBUT ION SUBSYSTEM
To guarantee a stable pilot tone generation and distribution, it was
decided to remove some components of the FDS from the second
generation pilot tone board as described in Section 4.1.3. To pro-
vide full functionality, we evaluated replacement stand alone compo-
nents. These components (like reference oscillator mixers, modulation
power combiners and electro-optic modulators) are only necessary for
optical measurements that include inter-spacecraft pilot tone transfer
and ranging, which were not part of this project.
7.3.1 pilot tone module
The pilot tone module itself produces a differential 80 MHz square
wave signal (the system clock) and one single-ended 75 MHz sinu-
soidal signal (the pilot tone).
pilot tone generation The pilot tone is used to correct for
ADC timing jitter in the phase measurement system. For a stand
alone system no specific stability of the pilot tone is required. This
is different when multiple systems are used with individual refer-
ence oscillators. Here, the oscillators phase noise is modulated onto
laser beams and transmitted to the other phase measurement systems
for constellation wide pilot tone jitter correction as described in Sec-
tion 2.1.3. In this scheme, timing noise between any two pilot tone
generation chains shows up. Since optical testing was not part of this
project, the performance of two pilot tone modules was tested against
each other. The required timing stability was reached as shown in Fig-
ure 7.5.
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Figure 7.6: Second gen-eration pilot tone modulemodifications. The originalpilot tone module (top) withincoming 2.4GHz signalsfor the pilot tone genera-tion (upper left corner) andsystem clock division (cen-ter top). Unused outputs ofthe pilot tone distributionare terminated. To reach fullperformance, the pilot tonedividers were individuallyshielded by copper caps(bottom left) and the on-board amplifier was replacedby a stand alone alterna-tive (bottom right) that wasconnected to a heat sink forbetter heat dissipation.
While the pilot tone module in its original form achieved perfor-
mance under certain thermal conditions, smaller modifications im-
proved the heat dissipation and made it easier to meet the required
timing stability with the given test setup. These modifications are
shown in Figure 7.6 and include 1) replacing the on-board ampli-
fier by a stand alone alternative connected to a heat sink and 2)
installing copper caps for shielding of the pilot tone dividers. The
phase shift over temperature for this pilot tone module was found
to be 0.49± 0.04 mrad/K over the temperature range between 17 and
23 ◦C.
system clock generation There are no hard requirements
on the system clock, but the evaluation of the full phase measurement
system was done with a system clock generated by the pilot tone
module which had no impact on the overall performance. Hence the
generated clock signal is suitable.
7.3.2 additional components for full fds functionality
Auxiliary functions of the Frequency Distribution Subsystem (FDS)
are not placed on the pilot tone module itself but implemented as
stand alone components. The reference oscillator mixer (Figure 7.7,
right) that produces a differential signal to compare the two GHz ref-
erence oscillators for excess noise removal in post processing consists
of a power splitter, a frequency mixer and a low-pass filter. The mod-
ulation combiner (Figure 7.7, left) which adds the PRN code (ranging
and data transfer) and the native GHz reference oscillator signal (pi-
lot tone jitter correction) for optical phase modulation consists of a
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Figure 7.7: Implemen-tation of FDS auxiliaryfunctions. Left: modula-tion combiner, right: ref-erence oscillator mixer.
power combiner and two filters for better isolation of the input ports.
A pilot tone bridge custom made from a PTFE-free semi-rigid cable
with additional high-pass filters to suppress cross talk was designed
to pass the pilot tone from the FDS to the ADC modules.
The timing fidelity of all these components is shown in Figure 7.8.
Two reference oscillator mixers and pilot tone bridges were tested
differentially and provide exceptional timing accuracy. The reference
oscillator mixer was tested in depth outside the scope of this project.
It was used in an optical experiment by Delgado et al. [29] who ver-
ified that sidebands present in the PRN modulation do not affect
the ranging accuracy. Barke et al. [21] used electro-optic modulators
(EOM) to modulate GHz sidebands onto laser beams. The timing fi-
delity of these sidebands was meeting LISA requirements even when
a PRN modulation – added by the modulation combiner as described
above – was present. As a result, full functionality of the developed
Frequency Distribution Subsystem is proven and all stability require-
ments are met, providing the basis for further optical tests of the LISA
Metrology System.
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7.4 FULL SYSTEM PHASE PERFORMANCE
The most critical tests for the breadboard are the phase noise per-
formance measurements with the fully assembled system. They re-
veal the noise performance between independent ADC modules and
ADCs, they utilize the complete system architecture, including the
bridge FPGA, the CPU and the interface to a PC, and they reveal tem-
perature or other influences from the clock, DAC or main module. In
short, these measurements determine if the LMS as a complete sys-
tem is able to perform its main function.
A comprehensive test campaign was conducted to determine the
phase noise performance levels for various input signals. It was pre-
ceded by additional measurements that were done with varying means
of temperature stabilization, signal distribution and signal parame-
ters. These initial measurements were done to determine the set-up
configuration to achieve optimal performance. Altogether more than
50 measurements with a duration of more than 12 hours each were
performed.
The basic testing scheme that was used for the assembled system
is the zero-measurement described in Section 7.1. An LMS consisting
of two ADC modules, one main module, one DAC module and one
pilot tone module was used for the tests. LISA-like signals generated
by the dedicated signal generator were split and fed into the eight in-
put channels of the two ADC modules. The respective ADPLLs in the
LMS measure the phase of the carrier tones, of the side band tones
and of the pilot tones simultaneously. The so generated signals are
then filtered, decimated and stored in a PC. The pilot tone correction,
as well as the spectrum estimation is then done with the PC data.
Figure 7.9: Photograph ofthe measurement set-upfor the full system tests.The LMS is enclosed inthe active thermal controlhousing. The input fromthe signal generator is fedthrough an 8-way splitterand the distributed to theLMS. The resistive splitteris thermally isolated by fourlayers of bubble wrap foil(shown on the left of thehousing).
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The two most significant modifications that were required to achieve
full performance were active temperature stabilization and an im-
provement in impedance matching. The influence of temperature fluc-
tuations caused excess noise at low frequencies, which even for good
passive isolation of the analogue front-end spoiled the performance
at the knee of the requirement curve (3mHz). The active stabilisation
described in Section 6.2.1 finally allowed achieving the desired per-
formance.
An unknown noise source also caused excess white noise with un-
equal levels in some of the channels. The coupling of this effect is
not yet understood. However, this noise was not present when a com-
mercial signal generator was used as input source, which was locked
to the LMS clock. The different signal dynamics between these two
cases are currently understood to be the reason for the different cou-
pling of this noise. Non-optimal impedance matching was thought of
as a possible source of this and investigated experimentally. By opti-
mizing the resistor values of the resistive signal splitter that was used
to distribute the signal to the eight channels, it was indeed possible
to reduce this noise in most of the channels below the requirement.
One channel (4D, channel D on the ADC module in slot 4) was inten-
tionally left poorly matched. Thereby the behavior of the noise level
was monitored during the full measurement campaign, revealing its
dependency on the frequency and SNR of the input signal.
All experience gained with the EBB during the testing campaign is
summarized in the technical note 5-1 [TN51].
Throughout the measurement campaign the phase noise perfor-
mance for tracking the carrier signals and side band signals was vali-
dated for a wide range of input frequencies and for two cases of addi-
tive noise levels: one corresponding to the inter satellite link with low
received power (75 dB Hz) and one corresponding to the local interfer-
ometer configurations with higher received powers (95 dB Hz). For all
cases and all tones the requirements were met. The most critical per-
formance measurement was for the lowest SNR (75 dB Hz) and for the
highest input frequency (25 MHz), because the influence of tempera-
ture fluctuations rises with the signal frequency, due to the coupling
mechanisms in the analogue components. For this case a performance
level of 12× 10−6 rad/√Hz was required and the results for one of
the corresponding measurements are shown in Figure 7.10. Except for
the earlier described excess noise in channel 4D the noise levels are
significantly below the requirement. This measurement also utilized
the second generation pilot tone module for distributing the pilot
tone to the ADC modules and for providing the system clock. Reach-
ing this performance is the final proof for the feasibility of the overall
system architecture of the here developed LISA Metrology System. 























































































































































































































The metrology system (“phase meter”) developed in this project ful-
fills all the stringent requirements for LISA and its derived concepts
eLISA and NGO. This includes not only carrier phase measurement
at the µcycle level of a drifting MHz signal with poor SNR, but also
all auxiliary functions needed to implement the LISA interferometry
such as clock syncronization, absolute ranging, data transfer and beat
note acquisition.
Other interspacecraft laser interferometry missions might also profit
from this development. For example, a GRACE Follow-On like geodesy
mission with laser interferometry would have similar but much re-
laxed requirements on the phasemeter that would easily be fulfilled
by a subset of the system developed here.
The hardware developed in this project uses components with a
known path to space qualification, demonstrating the feasibility of the
design. Nevertheless, considerable work will be necessary to produce
real flight hardware. This concerns in particular the performance eval-
uation of flight model version components in the analog circuitry (AD
front end and clock distribution chain), for which the relevant data
is not available from manufacturers measurements, and the thermal
management.
On the science side, the next logical step is to integrate the phaseme-
ter in an optical testbed with the ultimate goal of demonstrating as
far as possible on ground all the ingredients needed to implement
time-delay interferometry (TDI).
This project represents a key step to provide in Europe the last miss-
ing important technology item for LISA. The authors are very grateful
to ESA for funding this project and for the efficient, uncomplicated
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BER Bit Error Rate
BNA Beat Note Acquisition
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
CIC Cascaded Integrator Comb (filter)
CI Control Interface
CPU Central Processing Unit
DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter
DC Direct Current
DFACS Drag-Free and Attitude Control System
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DLL Delay-Locked Loop
DPLL Digital Phase-Locked Loop
DSP Digital Signal Processing
DSS Digital Signal Simulator
DTU Danish Technical University
DWS Differential Wavefront Sensing
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EOM Electro-Optical Modulator
ESA European Space Agency
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FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FIFO First-In-First-Out Memory
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NCO Numerically Controlled Oscillator
NGO New Gravitational Wave Observatory
NPRO Non-Planar Ring Oscillator
OpAmp Operational Amplifier
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PSD Power Spectral Density
PT Pilot Tone
QPD Quadrant Photo Diode
RMS Root Mean Square
RTEMS Real-Time Executive for Multiprocessor Systems
S/C Spacecraft
SSB Single Side Band
SA Spectrum analyser
SG Signal Generator
SMA SubMiniature version A connector
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TDI Time Delay Interferometry
TIA Trans-Impedance Amplifier
TS Temperature Sensor
USB Universal Serial Bus
USO Ultra Stable Oscillator
VHDL Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description
Language
XOR Exclusive-Or
eLISA evolving Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
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